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Theology's Disturbing Presence

in the University^

Theodore
J.

Mackin, S.J.

An analysis of the current mood of the professors of theology on

more than a few Catholic campuses would undoubtedly reveal a

nervousness that is perhaps slight; but it is also persistent and,

strangely, ironic. Noting the persistence is simply a matter of keep-

ing one's eyes and ears open. Accounting for the irony is a matter

of understanding the uniquely privileged situation of theology on

the Catholic college campus. This does not mean the condition of

theology as an integral part of liberal education understood Chris-

tianly, because in this light its situation is not a privileged one. But

estimated juridically it is the closest approach to an Establishment

among all the disciplines populating the American university scene.

It is liable to fall and banishment only when and if the clerical ( and

in the majority of cases, regular clerical) government of Catholic

colleges in America falls.

Yet the nervousness is there. It is the kind of nervousness inevita-

ble to the privileged position that is the more readily criticized be-

cause it is not only privileged but impregnable. ( The writer knows

of one institution in which the quinquennial visitors from the ac-

crediting agency were assured by a non-theologian professor that

if the matter were put to a vote of the faculty at large, theology

iwould be removed from the curricula altogether.)

The point of this essay is not to defend theology anew. It is rather

to suggest the ambiguity of the role of theology in any university;

and thereby to suggest more viable reasons why the university itself

should feel nervous in company with the professors of theology. It

may be nervous if theology has its place in the school's program of

liberal studies, nervous if it is excluded.

PART I

Whether one agrees or not that theology is a science, he may
legitimately grant for the sake of discussion that when a theologian

does what theologians do he proceeds scientifically. Now, it is evi-

dent that for every kind of scientist there is a unique and character-

1 In its original form, this essay was delivered at the intersemester convocation,
Febniairy, 1964, at the University of Santa Clara.
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istic moment in which his scientific process comes to birth: wherein

the mathematician first perceives and recognizes a specific how much
or how many; wherein a physicist first perceives and recognizes

measurable movement or mass or weight; wherein a philosopher

first perceives and recognizes existence or becoming. This first per-

ception and recognition of his aspect of reality is for each the be-

ginning moment of his career of scientific knowing. All his future

work is a continuation of that moment, protracting it in an organic

wholeness; that moment, its perception and its recognition, are the

impetus for all that he will ever do; the implications of that mo-
ment, its suggestion of great potential for knowledge, are the attrac-

tion drawing the scientist ahead in his career of observation and

experimentation.

The theologian, too, experiences a moment of birth of his process

of knowing; a moment at least as characteristic and unique as that

of any other kind of knowing, and (to understate it deplorably)

rather more so.

This is the experience of the divine communication to men; of

revelation, to use the traditional term for it. If the critical mind ob-

jects right away that the theologian apparently begins by begging

the question whether God can communicate to men, and whether

He has and does, one can say only that the theologian is eventually

driven to begging: not the question, but help from the metaphysi-

cian in determining whether communication from God to men is

possible; and help from the historian to determine whether, under

conditions clarified by the metaphysician, God has in fact commu-
nicated.

But the theologian is not being coy when he insists that God need

not wait on the metaphysician before He communicates; and that

He may have his own way of making men sure that He has commu-
nicated ( and thus turning them into incipient theologians

)
long be-

fore the metaphysician helps make them reflectively and scientifical-

ly sure of it.

It is upon this moment of theology's birth in the particular theo-

logian (when God communicates, even in the 20th century, and the

man receives) that this paper wishes to reflect. What is singular

about this moment for the newly aborning theologian is that it is

possible for him to assume towards his discipline's birth-evidence a

variety of attitudes avaflable to none of the other scientists. A
physicist either accepts movement and mass and weight as unques-

tionably there or else he does not do physics. He may be unsure of
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the location of the particle, unsure of its direction, unsure of its

velocity, unsure of its rate of de-acceleration, unsure even v^hether

the source of these elusive phenomena is in fact a particle. But

that the phenomena are there he does not doubt; and, most sig-

nificantly to the point here, the phenomena make no other demand
on him qua physicist than that he accept and observe them, albeit

most painstakingly.

But consider the poor theologian and the ambiguities available

to him. The communication of God, though divine, comes in hu-

manly phrased assertions; the assertions, though humanly phrased,

come in a divine communication; the communication, because di-

vine, is asserted in the most rigorous sense of that word. The theo-

logian is vulnerable to the temptation to attend to one of these

elements of his birth-experience w^hile ignoring others. He could

consider the assertion simply as a proposition. For example, he

could consider that in God there is a threeness of distinct persons;

and while doing so he could ignore that the assertion purportedly

comes from God himself. He could analyze the proposition for its

possibility. He could marshall many such propositions and arrange

a structure of credal commitment. He could compare and correlate

them with propositions belonging to the religions of other cultural

milieux.

Some thinkers about religions and their creeds do these kinds of

things. They are sometimes thought mistakenly to be theologians,

whereas they are really only historians of religious belief or stu-

dents of comparative religions.

Or the nascent theologian could accept the divine assertion pre-

cisely as that: not simply as a statement in a gospel or a proposi-

tion in a creed, but rather as coming from God in its full-dimen-

sioned, concrete and existential reality. Not merely as having come
from God in times past, not as having been deposited in a corpus

of revelation; but as asserted continually by the timeless God for

a future that is future only to men but is a continuous present to

Him.

The same point may be put in another, quasi-poetic way. If the

birth-experience of theology is the accepting of the divine com-

munication, and if this is accepted for all that it is, namely, the

demanding God getting at a man's mind here and now, then the

birth-experience is a religious experience. This first act of perception,

so morally innocent in the other sciences, is here the act of faith.

Or if the perception is, after reflection, refused, then the experience
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is whatever one calls the refusal to make the act of faith. This sug-

gests another element of the available ambiguity. The theologian

can turn second thoughts on the experience, can become reflectively

critical and ask vi^ith a too-human audacity: "Is it really the Lord
who is speaking?'*

Here is the substance of the indictment that theology tends to

bring a unique and alien nervousness on to the campus. By no one's

estimation do the act of faith, religious experience and crises of re-

jection and agnosticism bring sedation to the campus. Indeed, what
place do these have in a university?

What lies before a theologian if he chooses to accept the divine

communication as real and for him? All the work of theologizing

does; and it is to the point to itemize some of the academically

honorable things a theologian has to do. He must first set to work to

understand the vocabulary of the divine communication. Because

it is historically Hebraic in the Old Testament and Greek in the New
Testament, he finds himself paying his first call on Hebrew and

Greek grammar, rhetoric, history and anthropology.

Again, so much of what is divinely asserted is asserted by im-

plication. To cite but one example, nowhere in the New Testament

is it said explicitly that there are in God three persons, distinct in

their personhood but one in existence and equally divine. But

liberally scattered through the New Testament are assertions of

divine performance on the part of the God whom Abraham, Isaac:

and Jacob worshipped; on the part of Jesus of Nazareth; and on the

part of a second advocate whom this Jesus prayed the Father to give

his disciples on the eve of his departure from them.

Because so much of the divine assertion is assertion by imphca-i

tion, the theologian must do an apprenticeship in logical reasoning

so as to learn the art of inference; as he must also do an apprentice-

ship in metaphysics to learn the recognition of kinds of existence

and therefore kinds of meaning when asserted by God. But still his

theologizing is always a religious experience; it is always the work-

ing out of a first act of faith. But it must be that if he is to come to

know anything. And this means "to know" in the most rigorous sense

of the term; not as opinion, not as useful erudition, not as a struc-

ture of hypotheses. A man truly knows some element of reality when
he is certain by reflecting on his perception of that reality that the

sole, or at least dominant cause of that non-reflective perception is

the reality itself. This is the kind of knowing that is intuitive or

perceptual knowing.
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But the task is not always that simple. If the reality in question

does not come within perceptible experience, it can be known only

if it somehow acts in its imperceptible way to give perceptible evi-

dence of itself.

Now, it is accurately said that no man has ever seen God. We go

beyond that and say that no man can see God and no man ever will,

because God is immaterial and therefore imperceptible. And it is

beyond even God himself, no matter what St. Augustine says, to

put into the perceptible world veritable evidence of such realities

as the threeness of persons in himself. It is beyond even God to

put into the world such evidence that men can carry on interper-

sonal communication with Him. And most disconcerting of all, it is

beyond even God to put into the world evidence that human history

has any meaning in the sense that the affairs of men make any sense;

that they began with an orientation and may yet be moving along

that orientation towards a goal.

To accept and know that there is a "yes** to these questions, a man
either accepts God's assertion that there is, or he lives forever with-

out an answer. He may develop opinions about them; or he may
have opinions about the opinions of other men about them. But for

the realities behind the questions to be real to him to the point of

making up his mind, he must surrender his mind to the asserting

God. And where it is an asserting God to whom the surrender must

be made, the emotions and will surrender too, or surrender there

is not.

But there is something worse about a theologian than his attitude

of surrender, and surrender to a possibility of realities that are not

empirically observable phenomena. Worse, apparently, is the per-

suasion that a kind of reality imperceptible to men has communi-
cated itself from beyond the limits of perception in a way that is

yet comprehensible to men. And worst of all is the surrender to

both the possibility and the fact because a certain kind of theo-

logian's Church tells him to. What chance has scientific objectivity?

What chance the neutral approach, the unbiased observation, the

detached and impersonal finding? What, in fact, is theology doing

out of church and in the university?

If detached objectivity really is difficult for the reason just in-

dicated, it may be even more difficult for yet another reason, subtle

and not easily explained. This has to do with the apparent necessity

to abstract in one's act of knowing if one is to know scientifically.

What a scientist works with is, to be sure, individual and con-
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Crete things and their here-and-now performance. These are what
he first perceives and judges. But this acquaintance with the in-

dividual is hardly what he is seeking for. He seeks to understand

it only in that it is a kind of thing; a kind of thing that carries on

its kind of activity. Though his knowledge begins in the individ-

ual and concrete, it must take leave of it while retaining understand-

ing of the kind of thing it is and the kind of action it carries on.

Failure to do this is to leave his comprehension as limited as the

one thing with which he started. We pay no compliments to the

psychologist who, after months of granted and funded experimenta-

tion with the Jones child, announces at the end: 'Well, now I know
all about the Jones child."

If his work is to be scientific, he must abstract his knowledge

from the Jones child; or more accurately, abstract the Jones child

from his knowledge. Where the parents began the trouble by push-

ing the child out of the nest, the psychologist can begin to alleviate

the kind of trouble only by pushing the child out of his mind.

There is another and less common way in which the scientist

abstracts. The subjects of some observation and experimentation

carry in themselves a demand for moral response. Again with the

Jones child, a psychologist studying the eflFects of too early and too

precipitate unnesting on a little one will surely come upon this moral

dimension. The very subject of his observation cries out to him to

relieve the misery that had attracted his attention in the first place.

The psychologist may indeed respond in a helping way; but his

helping will not be impelled by his observation and experimenta-

tion, nor will it be an organic part of his observation and experi-

mentation. It is not as psychologist that he will help, but as a com-

passionate human being.

Yet another troublesome characteristic of theology is that it disal-

lows these two kinds of abstraction. It disallows them because it

cannot permit them and remain theology. It keeps the theologian

rooted in individuality and concreteness and involved with the

morally demanding.

He cannot abstract from individual and concrete circumstances

because the ultimate subject of his study, who is God, is not a kind

of being; and the proximate subject, the assertions of God, are literal-

ly like nothing a man has ever heard before. This not only means

that there are not many Gods of the same kind whom he might ob-

serve and on whom he might experiment with impersonal and fruit-

ful multiplicity; but because the one God himself is not a kind of
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being, a number of unsettling consequences follow from this

transcendant singularity. One is that for the theologian the subject

of study cannot be controlled by that controlling act of the mind

which is conceptualization, wherein other scientists may sometimes

and legitimately speculate on the natures of things without having

to bother always with the capricious things themselves. But also,

because God is not a kind of thing, men can never become shrewd

and expert about him and thus subject him to controlled observation

in the sense suggested by the sometimes remark: "Prof. Smith knows

all about that kind of thing."

Indeed, in theology it is the subject of the purported scientific

observation who controls the observation. Theology is the one

science that can go on at all only on condition that the scientist

and his subject of study play one another's roles: the theologian

can observe God's performance, which is his revelation, only if God
experiments with the theologian by subjecting him to his uncon-

trollable and transcendentally originating revelation.

Neither can the theologian abstract from the moral demands of

his subject-under-observation. This is not in virtue of some prior

moral imperative demanding that all theologians be good men.

There is none. And in addition, some theologians have not been very

good men. It is rather due to the fact that the divine assertion speci-

fically as evidence offered to human consideration is moral. The
reason for a man's taking God's assertion seriously is not simply

that it is there, which is the honestly sufficient reason for taking

seriously the phenomena of any other science. In theology, the

reason is that the assertion is made by Him who claims *1 am the

Lord." And the name "Lord," as we know from its Semitic origin,

signifies "He who causes all things to be." This includes the theo-

logian. To consider seriously the subject of theology is to make per-

sonal encounter with a being claiming to be the source and the goal

of one's own very existence.

More than that, beyond merely encountering the subject of theol-

ogy, to have knowledge therein is to intensify all the most unsettling

elements of this personal encounter. As suggested earlier, a man
truly knows in any experience with the real when he is reflectively

aware that the cause of his perception is that reality acting upon
his faculties of knowing.

Now, in theology the only sufficient cause of a man's judgment is

this: that God presents to him accurately the kind of reality that

God alone can present. Much of that reality, indeed most of it,
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otherwise escapes human experience because it cannot enter into

it. As examples, consider again two of the realities cited earlier: that

God's existence is a threeness of distinct persons; that men can enter

into an interpersonal communication with God. One can say with

accuracy, "Yes, it is so" to them only if one first accepts the veracity

of God. But God's first challenge to one's willingness to accept his

veracity is the highly personal and moral challenge to accept him as

first cause of one's existence and ultimate source of one's happiness.

One cannot reject him as this while trying to accept him as vera-

cious. This is a contradiction.

Thus to have knowledge at all in theology, to be able to say "yes"

with good cause to the reality presented, a man must first say with

the apostle Thomas: "My Lord and my God." Putting it yet another

way, in theology the here-and-now causing of the theologian's know-

ing is God here and now asserting his identity as cause of the theo-

logian's existence. Little wonder that the prized features of scientific

investigation—leisure, independence, control, objectivity, serenity-

seem so lost to the theologian. And honestly little wonder too that

there is such reluctance to allow that theology is a science. For if it

is somehow true, as the medievals insisted, that theology is the

queen of the sciences, it is neverthless hard to see how she is a

member of the royal family. Hers must be an imported and imposed

royalty.

A point-for-point and suflBcient resolving of these difficulties

is hardly feasible in an essay of this size. But a not unprofitable be-

ginning can be made by suggesting that the difficulties may not

be here proposed with thorough accuracy.

Implicit in the indictment of the theologian for denominational

bias is the failure to understand that a theologian does not really

have to adhere to a denomination in order to theologize. More ac-

curately, he does not have to be a member of the Church. Provided

he accepts the fact of God's assertion to men, and indeed accepts

the assertion, and labors to understand that assertion, he is knowing

theologically. He may not yet and may never understand that God
wills the union of men in a society we call the Church. Consequent-

ly no threat of churchly prejudice need keep a man from seeking to

understand what God has revealed. There is a subtlety here: he

need not be in and of the Church in order to theologize, but he

cannot do so without it, as will be said later; just as, in analogous

fashion, a man can be brought to salvation while outside the Church,

but not without it.
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Also implicit in the indictment of the theologian for pre-scientific

loyalty to a Church and its consequent bias, is a failure to inquire

accurately into the reason for his loyalty. Every Christian man who
takes thought must come some day to a moment of critical choice

about the Church. This is true even despite his being baptized into

it as an infant, since baptism gives him the habit of faith; and this

faith, if it be not neglected, leads to understanding, whose first

move is to inquire.

The theologian will probably come to that moment of choice

more frequently and forcefully than others just because he is for-

ever inquiring into the evidence. Which, then, comes first for him:

the evidence that is God's assertion? or what his Church says of the

assertion? Does he accept God's assertion because his Church tells

him to? Or does he accept the Church because he is convinced God's

assertion tells him to?

The answer here is not easy, and certainly not easy enough to

approach in this paper. Indeed the question about the nature of

theology itself, is one of the most difficult in theology. This is a

rare paradox among the sciences and a disturbing one for the

theologian, namely, that only his science can tell itself what it is.

Every other science known to men enjoys the luxury of having

philosophy able to tell it what it is, and often the philosophers ready

to tell it.

But we may at least point out, before leaving the question, that

though seemingly so fairly put here, it is really put in a falsifying

way. For what is true is that the theologian finds God's assertions

within the Church. He does not find them in a Book simply, be-

cause the Book in question is not a simple one. This, in turn, means
that there is more meaning in it than meets anyone's eye, or even

anyone's expert intelligence; its deepest meaning can be compre-

hended only on being explained by someone equipped to do so.

But it is self-evident, provided one concedes that the Book carrying

the assertions of God had to come from God, that whoever is

equipped to penetrate and illuminate its profoundest meanings

can do so only if equipped by God. One may rightly suspect that

in saying that, we have just about defined the Church. That is really

the fair and accurate way of getting at the question: to allow the

Church her necessary role in the science of theology. But again we
have trouble. For if the Church is in theology, and theology is al-

lowed into the university, plainly the Church is in the university too.
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PART II

But if that is yet another reason rightly making a university ner-

vous about including theology among its disciplines, there are

neverthless profound counter-reasons demanding its presence there.

The up-shot of it all may be that universities, to be truly universities,

should be nervous places indeed.

I take it that a university is well though not completely defined

as a community of learners, some of them called professors, others

students, who are learning to know. The apparent redundancy is in-

tended here: "Learners learning to know." Admittedly the students

and professors are learning about things. But that is secondary to

the work of the university; and it is not what legitimizes the institu-

tion's claim to the universality implied in the name university. Sure-

ly there are more things to learn about than can possibly be in-

cluded in any one institution's program of learning.

The universality of learning is found more justifiably in the stu-

dents' striving to gain competence in all the kinds of knowledge

a man is capable of: in empirical knowledge, in mathematical

knowledge, in metaphysical knowledge. And each of these kinds

of knowledge rendered scientific by a disciplined defining and

analysis of its subject matter in terms of its first principles.

If one asserts that even with competence gained in all these kinds

of knowledge the student is still incomplete without theology, one

does not say he is incomplete only because he has not yet con-

sidered the most knowable reality of all, who is God. That is true,

but to stay with it alone as an explanation would be to turn back

and define universality of knowing again in terms of subject matter.

The student is incomplete in his humanity without the experience

of knowing theologically; and knowing theologically in the troubling

way described above. Why incomplete in his humanity? Apart from

theological knowing the most excellent way of knowing available

to a man is metaphysical knowing. This is because in it a man
knows what is in itself the most intelligible of all dimensions of

reality; that is, existence apprehended as existence. He knows that

dimension of reality most transcendentally universal, since what-

ever is real and knowable exists in some way; and in metaphysics

alone can a man, of his human initiative, know about God. This is

so, since only in metaphysics does a man find evidence demanding

the here-and-now existence of a being whose existence must be

un-caused, namely, the inability of the kinds of existence he ob-

serves with his senses to account for their existing at all.
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But though that would seem to be the final and completing expe-

rience of human knowing, it is not. It is not because, though it at-

tains to God, it does so in the conclusion of a deductive inference.

God, though known to be personal and individual, is not attained

in his individuality and personhood. But it is plain from human

experience that knowledge not involving a man in individual and

personal existence cannot be the best kind of knowing, because

it does not make him happy as a man. It might otherwise make

him happy as a metaphysician, except that there is no such thing as

a metaphysician; there are only men who happen to be competent

in metaphysics.

What about other kinds of knowledge than metaphysics? It is

true that they involve the scholar in individual and sometimes in

personal existence; but as the beginning and not the end of his

scholarly effort. Besides, none of them deals with anything better

than other human beings, at the best; and it is plain again from ex-

perience that human beings are not made happy by other human
beings.

Now, theology does not claim to make human beings happy,

any more than it is the responsibility of the university to make the

scholar happy. But how could the university validate its claim to

universality if it omitted from its effort at human knowledge the

one discipline, namely, theology, within whose kind of knowing

an individual and personal existence is encountered that holds

promise of being able to make human beings happy in the knowing?

There is anotiier aspect of universality about which the univer-

sity must be concerned. We have just spoken of the most universal

kind of knowing; and if to know is to have an answer, then it is also

the most universal kind of answer. I think that without forcing lan-

guage we can also identify the most universal of all questions.

Strangely, it is not an exact correlate to the answer; but then how
frequently the truly serious questions, as asked by limited human
intelligence, fail to hint accurately at their astonishing answers.

Whatever a student comes upon in his study, he comes upon the

world in process, in movement. If one thinks through the liberal

disciplines and even the technical trainings for a moment, one will

see how true this is. If this or that discipline deals not with process

(though one is hard put to think of any), at least its own contem-

porary history as a discipline shows change that tries to be move-

ment towards a more perfect version of itself. This last is true about
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that discipline otherwise thought by the unknowing to be least con-

cerned with movement, namely, mathematics. 1

Granting that the proper study of man is man, then in the subject (

of study most native to the student and most enticing to his cmi-

osity—himself and his brothers and sisters in the human race—he
finds movement, change, process at their greatest acceleration. And
how easy it would be to itemize the most frantically increased ac-

celeration of virtually every human process in the world in which

students live.

They do pause and ask at times a question deemed universal

enough: "Whither is it all going?'' A synonym to that stating of the

question is: "What does it all mean?" This is synonymous because

the meaning of any process is its goal.

Does a university have some responsibihty to suggest to the stu-

dent the answer to that question? Or, turning the cutting edge of

the query aside just a bit, does the university have a responsibility

to suggest at least with which kind of knowledge he may best hope

to find the answers for himself?

If theology has been having its difficulties until now, now the

other disciplines begin to have theirs. For to find the direction of a

process empirically, one must know the starting point, or at least

the goal, or at very least the direction (which, if one think on it,

presumes knowing the goal). But none of the disciplines working

from empirical observation can do this, because there is no record

of the beginning of the human process; and the end has not yet been

sighted empirically because it does not yet exist. Philosophy may
try fairly to answer the question of whither the human process, but

it ends trying to guide and even prod men with the end of a syl-

logism.

Should the theologian say now arrogantly that his discipline does

the job? Not if he keeps the factual history of theologians in mind:

they have succeeded as well as any and better than most in con-

fusing men. But theology at least claims to have been given evidence

out of which the answer can be wrung. And here we are back to

the over-riding question of this essay: what ought a university to

do about this claim? Perhaps it ought now to take it up in a respon-

sible way—if only for the sake of validating its claim to universality.

But there is a more demanding reason than that. The question of

goal and the direction of history interest more people than those

who inhabit universities. Indeed, these other people are so inter-

ested in it that they are willing to steer history towards its goal, and
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are even willing to decide what its goal is. It would be at least a

shame for the universities, because of the fears outlined earlier, to

turn the question over to them by forfeit. It has happened more

than once and can happen again that the universities are eventually

forced to look at the question, but in the flickering light of those

other people's answer.

IT MUST NEVER be forgotten that

the subject of Christian education is man
whole and entire, soul united to body in

unity of nature, with all his faculties

natural and supernatural, such as right

reason and revelation show him to be.

—Pius XI, Divinus Illius Magistri.
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HIGH SCHOOL STATISTICS :

FOUR YEAR ENROLLMENTS t

The official listing of Jesuit American high schools shows the i .

names of 51 high schools. Two of the 51 high schools however are
'

in South America and have different time schedules and different '

^
classifications of students. For these reasons. Colegio San Jose of ;

Arequipa, Peru, a Chicago Province school and Colegio San Mateo ;

"

of Osorno, Chile, a Maryland Province school, are not included in ;

the present study of the 1964-1965 high school statistics of American

Jesuit high schools. Both of these high schools, however, are official-

ly listed as American high schools.

The present enquiry on high school enrollment for the scholastic

year will thus deal with 49 American Jesuit high schools. Of these •

49 high schools, 46 high schools report on full four year enrollments. '

For the current year, Brebeuf Prep of Indianapolis has only the

first three years of high school; Jesuit High of Sacramento has only

the first two years of high school; Xavier of Concord has only the \

first three years of high school.

A general study of the enrollment statistics of American Jesuit
'

high schools shows that they may be broken down into three fairly

even categories of size. In the category of 127 students to 500 stu-

dents, we have 17 schools; in the category of 500 to 900 students,
i

we find 18 schools; in the category of 900 to 1599 students, we find

14 schools.

In the first category (127 to 500 students) are the following 17 .

schools, in order of enrollment size, Loyola of Missoula (127);

Bishop's Latin (165); Jesuit of Sacramento (202); Loyola of New
York (202); Cranwell (221); Georgetown Prep (244); Xavier of :

Concord (304); Colegio San Ignacio (311); Jesuit of Shreveport '

(315); Cheverus (381); Jesuit of Tampa (391); Jesuit of El Paso

(408); Scranton Prep (411); Bellarmine of Tacoma (415); Jesuit :

of Houston (418); Brebeuf (465); and Seattle Prep (497).

In the second category (500 to 900 students) we have the fol-

lowing 18 schools: Jesuit of Portland (511); Brophy (553); Chap-
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lain Kapaun (565); Jesuit of Dallas (584); Campion (598); Regis

of Denver (614); Regis of N.Y. (639); Loyola of Towson (703);

Gonzaga, D.C. (728); McQuaid (770); Gonzaga of Spokane ( 779);

Fairfield Prep (802); Rockhurst High (805); Jesuit of New Orleans

(818); St. Joseph's (839); Fordham Prep (858); St. Louis U. High

(873); and Canisius High (883).

In the third category ( 900 to 1600 students ) we have the follow-

ing 14 schools: Bellarmine of San Jose (905); Brooklyn (948);

Xavier of N.Y. (953); Marquette U. High (980); U. of Detroit High

(993); Creighton Prep (1018); Loyola of Los Angeles (1026); St.

Peters Prep (1069); St. Ignatius of San Francisco (1090); St. Ig-

natius of Chicago (1104); St. Ignatius of Cleveland (1120); St.

Xavier of Cincinnati (1232); Boston College High (1281); and

Loyola Academy (1599).

If one were to check the enrollment figures in the tabular table

of high school enrollments for the current year he would find three

apparent discrepancies in the figures listed in the above categories.

In the tabular figures the enrollment figure given is for total enroll-

ment of the school. In the categories listed above the enrollment

figure given is for high school students only. The schools affected

are Colegio San Ignacio with a high school enrollment of 311 but

with a grammar school enrollment of 233 for a total of 544, George-

town Prep has a high school enrollment of 244 but with an enroll-

ment in grammar grades of 57 for a total enrollment of 301. Loyola

of New Orleans has a high school enrollment of 818 and a junior

high enrollment of 101 for a total of 919.

To continue the study of the general enrollment picture of the

American Jesuit high school a bit further we could say with ac-

curacy that a student population of between 300 and 900 is the

general enrollment pattern of the Jesuit American high school. The
first category (127 to 500) contains Loyola of Missoula which could

be described as the only diocesan or parish high school which the

Society administers in the United States. It also contains Bishop's

Latin which is primarily a prep seminary. Jesuit of Sacramento,

another entry in this category has only two years enrolled. Loyola

of New York, Cranwell Prep, and Georgetown are all strictly prep

schools and prefer to keep their enrollment low. Xavier of Concord
has only three years enrolled at the present time.

This further study shows, therefore, that 29 of the 49 American

Jesuit high schools are in the enrollment category of 300 to 900

students.
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The nine largest high schools—all over 1000 students—have a total

student population of 10,539 students or 30.9 percent of the entire

student population of all 49 high schools. The nine largest high

schools are: Loyola of Chicago (1599). Boston College High (1281),

St. Xavier of Cincinnati (1232), St. Ignatius of Cleveland (1120),

St. Ignatius of Chicago (1104), St. Ignatius of San Francisco (1090),

St. Peters of Jersey City (1069), Loyola of Los Angeles (1026), and

Creighton Prep of Omaha (1018).

High school enrollment will be on the rise for the next few years

since plans have been announced for three new American Jesuit

high schools. The Detroit Province has already begun building op-

erations on Walsh Jesuit Memorial High of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

and on St. John's Jesuit High at Toledo, Ohio. An interesting fea-

ture of these two schools is that they are both being built on identi-

cal building plans. The twin high schools are planned to open with

Freshmen classes in the Fall of 1965. The Missouri Province is

deep in plans for the new De Smet Jesuit High which they hope

to open in St. Louis, Creve Coeur section, in the FaU of 1966.

INCREASES AND DECREASES
FOUR YEAR ENROLLMENT

Of the 49 high schools listed in this year's survey, 24 high schools

show all-over increase and 25 show all-over decreases. This break-

down includes the three high schools which do not yet have full four

year enrollment, namely, Brebeuf (3 years), Jesuit of Sacramento

(2 years) and Xavier of Concord (3 years). In treating of notable

increases and decreases, both numerical and percentage, we shall

not consider the following schools which are in the process of grow-

ing into a full four year enrollment and thus show only the accre-

tion of another scholastic year: Bishop's Latin, Brebeuf Prep, Jesuit

High, Houston, Jesuit High, Sacramento, Xavier, Concord. Colegio

San Ignacio is being considered in this section only in the light of

its increase of high school students. A large portion of its increase

as noted in the tabular table is in primary grades.

The high schools showing the most notable numerical increase

in full four year enrollment are: Jesuit High of El Paso with an in-

crease of 73 students; St. Peter's Prep of Jersey City with an increase

of 69 students; Colegio San Ignacio with an increase of 60 high

school students; Loyola High of Los Angeles with an increase of

57 students; Bellarmine of Tacoma with an increase of 49 students;

Rockhurst High with an increase of 38 students; Fordham Prep
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with an increase of 36 students; and St. Joseph's with an increase

of 31 students. All of these increases show the increase of at least

an average class.

The only high schools showing a notable percentage increase

are: Colegio San Ignacio with an increase of 23.9 percent; Jesuit

High of El Paso with an increase of 21.7 percent; Bellarmine High

of Tacoma with an increase of 11.3 percent. All other percentage

increases are less than 10 percent of total student population and

are not especially significant for the purposes of this survey.

The schools showing numerical decreases loom larger than those

showing increases. Only 8 of the American Jesuit high schools

showed evident numerical increases of at least a full class; 12 of

the American Jesuit high schools show a marked decrease of at

least a full class. The schools in question are: Brooklyn Prep with

a loss of 79 students in full four year enrollment; Xavier of New
York with a loss of 74 students; Loyola of Towson with a loss of

67 students; Fairfield Prep with a loss of 52 students; St. Ignatius,

Cleveland with a loss of 51 students; McQuaid of Rochester with

a loss of 39 students; University of Detroit High with a loss of 39

students; Cheverus with a loss of 37 students; St. Ignatius of Chi-

cago with a loss of 36 students; Jesuit High of Dallas with a loss

of 34 students; Boston College High with a loss of 30 students;

and Chaplain Kapaun of Wichita with a loss of 30 students.

Again percentage decreases are not specially noteworthy and

only three American Jesuit high schools are indicative enough to

cite. The three high schools and their percentage decrease for full

four year enrollment are: Loyola High of Missoula with a 10.2

percent decrease; Cheverus High of Portland with a 9.7 percent

decrease; and Loyola High of Towson with a 9.5 percent decrease.

A check of statistics in last year's enrollment article shows that

Boston College High, Brooklyn Prep, Chaplain Kapaun, Fairfield

Prep, Jesuit of New Orleans, and Loyola of Towson all showed
losses in full four year enrollment. All the above appear in this

years articles with notable losses. Jesuit of New Orleans was not

mentioned above but shows a loss this year of 28 students.

HIGH SCHOOL FRESHMEN ENROLLMENT
Forty-nine of the 51 American Jesuit high schools report on fresh-

men enrollment for the scholastic year 1964-1965. Of these 49 high

schools, 22 show an increase in their freshmen classes and 26 show
a decrease. One school. Campion, shows the same freshmen en-
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rollment as last year. Because we are dealing with but a single

year and thus with a smaller number of students the increases and
decreases both numerical and percentage are more sharply defined.

There is an evident numerical increase in the size of the 1964 :

freshmen classes in the following high schools: St. Peter's Prep with

an increase of 94 freshmen over last years entering freshmen; .

Jesuit High of El Paso with an increase of 51 freshmen; Loyola ;

Academy with an increase of 48 freshmen; Fordham Prep with an

increase of 46 freshmen; St. Joseph's with an increase of 34 fresh-

men; Jesuit High of Sacramento with an increase of 26 students;

Canisius High with an increase of 22 freshmen; St. Xavier of Cin-

cinnati with an increase of 20 freshmen.

Percentage increases in the freshmen class are noted in the fol-
"

lowing high schools: Jesuit High of El Paso with 49.0 percent in- :

crease; St. Peter's Prep of Jersey City with a 36.6 percent increase;

Jesuit High of Sacramento with a 28.8 percent increase; Fordham
Prep with a 20.3 percent increase; St. Joseph's of Philadelphia with

a 16.6 percent increase; Colegio San Ignacio of Puerto Rico with

an 11.5 percent increase; and Loyola Academy and Loyola of New
York both with a 10.2 percent increase. .

Eight high schools showed an evident numerical decrease in their' r'

freshmen classes. These high schools and their decreases are: St.

Ignatius of Cleveland with a loss of 53 freshmen; St. Ignatius of ;

Chicago with a loss of 28 freshmen; McQuaid of Rochester with a
j

loss of 27 freshmen; Brophy Prep of Phoenix with a loss of 25

freshmen; Xavier of New York with a loss of 18 freshmen; Creigh-

ton Prep of Omaha with a loss of 17 freshmen; Bishop's Latin of ;

Pittsburgh and Jesuit of Dallas with a loss of 16 freshmen.
|

Worthy of comment were the percentage decreases in eight of !

the high schools in their 1964 incoming classes. Bishop's Latin I

showed a 37.2 percent decrease; St. Ignatius of Cleveland an 18.9
j

percent decrease; Brophy of Phoenix, a 17.9 percent decrease;

McQuaid of Rochester, a 12.9 percent decrease; Jesuit High of

Dallas, a 10.3 percent decrease; Loyola High of Missoula, a 10.0^
^

percent decrease; St. Ignatius of Chicago, a 9.8 percent decrease;

and Scranton Prep, a 9.3 percent decrease in freshmen classes.

SUMMARY-HIGH SCHOOL STATISTICS

There are 49 American Jesuit high schools in this enrollment ^

survey of students for the scholastic year 1964-1965. The eriroll-

ment for all schools for FRESHMAN YEAR is 9551 Freshmen, an.

I
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increase of 93 freshmen over last year s total of 9458 freshmen or

a percentage increase of 0.9 percent. SOPHOMORE YEAR reports

an enrollment of 8584 sophomores, an increase of 16 over last year s

enrollment of 8568, or a percentage increase of 0.2 percent. In

JUNIOR YEAR we find 7967 juniors, or a decrease of 97 students

over last year's total of 8010 juniors, a decrease of 0.5 percent. The

SENIOR YEAR shows an enrollment of 7605 seniors, an increase

of 97 seniors over last year's total of 7508 or a percentage increase

of 1.3 percent. SPECIALS with 401 students enrolled this year, in-

dicates an increase of 117 students or 4.1 percent over last year s

total of 284 students.

The total enrollment for all 49 American Jesuit high schools for

all four years plus Specials is 34,108 students, an increase of 280

students over last year s total of 33,828, or a percentage increase of

0.8 percent.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
GRAND TOTAL ENROLLMENT-1964, 1965

As is indicated in the titling of this section, the figures reported

in the college and university section of our enrollment are always

the Grand Total enrollment. This comprises all students enrolled in

the college or university, both full and part-time, both tuition and

non tuition and all students enrolled in off campus extension courses.

It is important to note exactly what figures we are using in our

present survey since many colleges and universities use varying

figures in their publicity releases and information brochures. For

various reasons colleges and universities sometimes use only full

and part time students without indicating extension and no tuition.

Others will not indicate adult education and cultural non credit

courses. In any case, as has been customary in past years, our report

deals with the figures on Grand Total enrollment as reported by
the official Registrars of the 28 colleges and universities of the

American Assistancy. The JEA Central Office collates and records

3nly the figures that are given it and all interpretations are based

apon the figures furnished to the JEA Central Office. For instance

5ven in the present article we have figures and percentages listed

which we know are at variance with news releases on enrollment

i statistics at several of our colleges and universities. In all cases we
^^^Jiave seen we have checked with the figures which were furnished

Dy the proper officials of the schools concerned and were forced

0 rely on the figures which we had on file.
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We should note also that inasmuch as we are using a new report

form this year for gathering our information from the various Reg-

istrars minor variations especially in the area of comparative figures

from last year s enrollment figures may have crept into this year s

report. In those cases where there seems to be a notable discrep-

ancy over last year's figures we shall try to call it to your specific;

attention. Another result of the new report form is the dropping ofs

the usual tabular table on Freshmen students in the colleges ofi

Liberal Arts, Commerce, and Engineering. This table caused much;

confusion since many mistook the figures for total freshmen enroll-

ment. The new report forms give a much more clear and more
complete picture of freshmen enrollment and the summary figures

from these reports are given in the composite tabular table of col-

lege and university enrollment.

The 28 American Jesuit colleges and universities reporting for

the scholastic year 1964-1965 show 26 colleges and universities

showing increases in Grand Total enrollment and 2 report de-

creases. The colleges and universities showing an evident increase

numerically in Grand Total emollment are: Loyola of Chicago;

with an increase of 1628 students; Marquette of Milwaukee withi

1196 students; St. Joseph of Philadelphia with 801 students; Santa

Clara with 613 students; Boston College with 532 students; Xavieri

with 509 students; and St. Louis with 477 students.

Percentage increases were more indicative in the following

schools: Santa Clara with a 16.7 percent increase in Grand Total

enrollment; St. Joseph's with a 14.3 percent increase; Wheeling

College with a 14.3 percent increase; Loyola of Chicago with a

13.4 percent increase; St. Peter s of Jersey City with a 12.7 percent

increase; and Loyola of Los Angeles with an 11.6 percent increase.

Numerical and percentage decreases are not notable in either of

the two colleges reporting decreases in Grand Total emollment.

Canisius College reports a loss of 172 students or a loss of 5.9 per-

cent. Regis College of Denver has a loss of 11 students or a percent

loss of 1.1. In fairness to Canisius we mention we have seen pub-i

licity figures which indicate an increase rather than a decrease.

However as reported earlier in this article we must follow the fig-

ures given by the official registrar's report rather than the figures

given by the publicity department.

The listing for the seven largest institutions in the line-up of

American Jesuit colleges and universities remains in the same align-

ment of size as in the last scholastic year 1963-1964. The schools
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and their Grand Total enrollments for 1964-1965 are as follows:

13,782 Loyola University of Chicago

13,163 Marquette University

11,142 University of Detroit

10,782 St. Louis University

10,339 Fordham University

9,329 Boston College

7,461 Georgetown University

All seven schools showed increases in Grand Total enrollment. Their

combined enrollment of 75,998 students comprise 54.6 percent of

the total Grand enrollment of 139,172 of aU 28 American Jesuit

colleges and universities for the scholastic year 1964-1965.

Many of the accrediting agencies and professional societies look

at Full-Time enrollment only when considering a college or univer-

sity. For this reason and also to give a slightly different picture, we
are giving the enrollment of the first seven colleges and universities

in the light of their Full-Time enrollment only. You wiU note the

different alignment of schools, although all seven schools are the

same as in the first alignment.

7,824 Marquette University

7,416 Boston College

6,875 Loyola University of Chicago

6,629 St. Louis University

6,201 Fordham University

6,141 Georgetown University

5,151 University of Detroit

FRESHMEN ENROLLMENT
We have not seen any advance figures on the annual enrollment

survey conducted by SCHOOL AND SOCIETY but preliminary

reports from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare as

cited in the New York Times indicate a projected 6 percent increase

in freshmen enrollment with 64 percent of this increase indicated

for public colleges and universities. Figures in this year's report of

freshmen enrollment show that our 28 American Jesuit colleges

and universities have more than doubled that estimate since the 28

colleges and universities report a 15.7 percent increase in freshmen

enrollment in all schools. Of the 28 colleges and universities report-

ing, 24 show an increase in freshmen enrollment in all schools and

departments; 4 show a decrease. The figures both numerically and
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percent-wise are much more noticeable than the decreases. Many
of the schools showed sizeable increases both numerically and in

percentage. A reading of the tabular table on Freshmen enrollments

will reveal at least 11 of the 28 colleges and universities are report-

ing sizeable numerical increases this year. Because we are treating

of a single year rather than the full Grand Total enrollment in-

creases are much more noticeable in any given year. Even so, this

year the numerical increases in Freshmen enrollment are more in

evidence than in previous years. Eleven schools show more than

ordinary increase in this year's Freshmen class. The schools and their

increases are: St. Joseph's of Philadelphia with an increase of 592

freshmen; Fordham with an increase of 403; Loyola of Chicago

with an increase of 293; University of San Francisco with an increase

of 292; Marquette with an increase of 237; St. Peter s with an in-

crease of 224; Boston College with an increase of 218; University

of Detroit with an increase of 190; Holy Cross with an increase of

173; Santa Clara with an increase of 128; and Xavier with an in-

crease of 119 freshmen.

So too are the percentage increases very noticeable in this year's

Freshmen class. It is of course in this category of percentage that

the truer picture of increase is to be noted. Seventeen of the 28

colleges and universities had an increase of at least 10 percent in

their Freshmen classes of 1964-1965. The University of San Fran-

cisco leads off with an increase of 64.0 percent in Freshmen stu-

dents. St. Joseph's follows with an increase of 46.0 percent; Wheel-

ing with an increase of 39.2 percent; St. Peter's with an increase of

37.8 percent; Fordham with an increase of 37.7 percent; Holy Cross

with an increase of 35.1 percent; Rockhurst with an increase of 33.5

percent; and Fairfield with an increase of 20.6 percent. Following

in close order are the following schools: Santa Clara with an in-

crease of 19.6 percent; Regis College with an increase of 19.0 per-

cent; Xavier with an increase of 18.8 percent; Marquette with an

increase of 16.6 percent; LeMoyne with an increase of 16.2 percent;

Loyola of Chicago with an increase of 14.9 percent; Boston College

with an increase of 14.1 percent; Loyola College of Baltimore with

an increase of 10.6 percent; and the University of Detroit with an

increase in their Freshmen class of 10.1 percent.

The four schools showing losses are minor both in numerical and

percentage decrease. The four schools and their decreases in

Freshmen enrollment are: University of Scranton with a loss of 20

freshmen or 4.7 percent; Spring Hill College vdth a loss of 9 fresh-
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men or 2.7 percent; John Carroll University with a loss of 9 fresh-

men or 0.7 percent; and Canisius College with a loss of 1 freshman,

or 0.1 percent.

INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS AND DEPARTMENTS

Despite the fact that the enrollment figures were reported on a

new form this year the same general 14 categories plus Miscellane-

ous category still holds true. We know and realize the difficulty,

nay, anguish, that some registrars and department heads feel when
various schools or departments are relegated to the catch-all cate-

gory of Miscellaneous. But we are bound by the restrictions of a

printed page and just so many lines and spaces. The twelve cate-

gories chosen for specific inclusion in our master table were chosen

simply because at least several schools would report under that spe-

cific category. We are not decrying the importance of a school or de-

partment because we list it under Miscellaneous. It is just that no

matter how large or how important the school or department is we
simply cannot give it a column on our tables if only one school is

to report under that column. Even a casual glance at the listings

under Miscellaneous given later in this article would show that if

we listed all categories our tabular table would swell to a gar-

gantuan table of some 65 columns.

All the material described here is to be found in the tabular

material accompanying this article. However some may find the

complexity of the columnar entries and the size of the type face a

problem so we include the general information in an easier-to-read

format. Liberal Arts, Day, 28 schools reporting, indicates a total

enrollment of 43,986 students, an increase of 2621 students or an

increase of 6.3 percent over last year. Liberal Arts, Evening, with

18 schools reporting shows an enrollment of 13,904 students or a

loss of 1450 students or a percent loss of 4.3. One reason for the

loss is that 19 schools reported in this category last year as against

18 this year. Commerce, Day, with 21 schools reporting has an in-

crease of 573 students and a present enrollment of 11,027 students.

This is a 5.5 percent increase over last year. Commerce, Evening,

18 schools reporting is showing a similar loss to last year. This

years enrollment is 7,113 students, a loss of 403 students or a loss

of 5.7 percent. Education, in 5 schools, shows up in the loss column

with 3,968 students reported for this year, or a loss of 376 students

and a loss of 9.5 percent. The University of San Francisco reported

under this category last year but does not report this year. Engi-
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neering, in 7 schools, is continuing on the same downward trend

it has shown for the past several years. The loss this year is 188

students, or a loss of 4.6 percent. The present enrollment for En-

gineering is 4,085 students. Nursing in 9 schools has an increase of

104 student nurses to bring this year's total up to 3,323. The increase

is 3.2 percent

Pharmacy in 3 schools took a slight rise this year after last year's

loss. The rise was 19 students, an increase of 4.1 percent to bring

the present Pharmacy enrollment to 483 students. The figures in

the column on Social Work do not present a true picture since only

2 of the four schools having this school report under this category.

Two of the schools, Loyola of Chicago with an enrollment of 186

students and St. Louis University with an enrollment of 128 stu-

dents, report Social Work enrollment under their Graduate school

figures. With the inclusion of these enrollment figures with the other

two schools as has been the custom in past surveys we get a dif-

ferent picture than that portrayed in our Master Table. Revised

figures on Social Work would read 886 students instead of the 552

listed in the table. The loss is still indicated but it a loss of 64

students not 378. The loss is 10.7 percent. Medicine in 5 schools

shows a minor loss of 1.8 percent or 33 students. The present en-

rollment is 1821 aspiring doctors. Dentistry shows a fractional in-

crease of 1 student or less than 0.1 percent. The current enroll-

ment is 2070 students. Day Law shows an increase and Evening

Law shows a decrease in this year's figures. A contributing factor to

both the increase and loss is furnished by the fact that Gonzaga

previously reporting under Evening Law only, this year reports

under Day Law only. Day Law, 13 schools this year, 12 last year,

shows an increase of 584 students for a total of 3289. The increase

is 21.6 percent. Evening Law, 10 schools this year, 11 last year,

shows a loss of 162 students, or an 8.5 percent loss. Present enroll-

ment is 1894. Graduate schools in 23 schools, indicates an increase

of 1973 students to make a total for the current year of 20,256

graduate students. This is an increase of 10.7 percent. As was indi-

cated earlier in this article, 314 students in the Schools of Social

Work at Loyola of Chicago and St. Louis are now listed under the

Graduate school category.

The question of increase or decrease with regard to the category

of Miscellaneous is not of too much importance. Since there are

some 50 different schools and departments listed under this Miscel-

laneous category it would be impossible to spot any trend on enroll-
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ment. Any influence this category would have on enrollment trends

would appear only insofar as the figinres listed here would con-

tribute to the various totals of full and part time students and to the

Grand Total enrollment figures.

Since we do not have the room on our Master Tabular report for

the various schools and departments reporting under this classifica-

tion because they are, in many cases, single instances, we are listing

the various schools and departments which the individual institu-

tions reported under the category of Miscellaneous. The figure

listed in parentheses after the institution's name is the total number
of students listed in Miscellaneous, after that we will list the break-

down of the total number. The various entries under Miscellaneous

are: Boston College (597): Philosophers, 49; Novices, 114; MBA
Business, 434. Canisius College (124): Pre-Clinical Nurses, 124.

Fordham University ( 558 ) : Graduate Education, 558. Georgetown

University (1737): Foreign Service, 967; Institute of Language

and Linguistics, 770. Gonzaga University (109): Novices and Jun-

iors, 109. College of the Holy Cross (6): Specials, 6. Loyola Uni-

versity of Chicago (409) : Rome Center 220; Philosophers and Theo-

logians, 189. Loyola University of Los Angeles ( 133 ) : Advanced

Placement, 21; Evening Division, 112. Loyola University of New
Orleans (313): Music, 69; Dental Hygiene, 49; A.B. and Criminol-

ogy, 195. Marquette University (1543): Journalism, 311; Nursing

BS. Evening, 114; Speech, 219; Dental Hygiene Degree, 105;

Dental Hygiene Diploma, 21; Medical Technology, 136; Physical

Therapy, 106; Engineering Evening, 531. Regis College (225):

Natural Science and Math, 157; Social Science, 57; Philosophy and

Theology, 11. St. Joseph's College (1876): Certificate Evening, 723;

Isolated Credit, 1153. St. Louis University (777): Aeronautical

Technology, 587; P. and L. Letters, 88; P. and L. Philosophy, 102.

SeaUle University (618): Pre-Major, 364; Transients, 23; Sister

Formation, 231. University of Detroit (972): Architecture, 181;

Novices and Juniors, 74; Dental Hygiene, 68; General Studies, 505;

Engineering Evening, 144. University of San Francisco ( 662 ) : Sci-

ence Day, 428; Science Evening, 157; Presentation Novitiate, 32;

Mt. Alverno Novitiate, 45. University of Scranton (539): Pre-

Engineering, 56; Natural Science, 403; Evening College, 80. Xavier

University (104): Novices and Juniors, 104.

SUMMARY OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY STATISTICS

The fourteen basic categories used in Table TWO, the Master
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Table for colleges and universities fall equally into 7 increases and

7 decreases for the scholastic year 1964-1965. As was noted before

we do not classify the 15th category Miscellaneous as an indicative

increase or decrease. The following schools or departments in the

28 American Jesuit colleges and universities show increases for the

current scholastic year. Liberal Arts Day has an increase of 2621

students or an increase of 6.3 percent. Commerce Day has an in-

crease of 573 students or an increase of 5.5 percent. Nursing has an

increase of 104 students or 3.2 percent. Pharmacy has an increase

of 19 students or 4.1 percent. Dentistry has an increase of 1

student or less than 0.1 percent. Law Day has an increase of 584

or 21.6 percent. With regard to this increase note that Gonzaga

has transferred to reporting under Day Law. Graduate reports an

increase of 1973 or 10.7 percent.

Decreases are to be noted in 7 categories also. It is interesting to

note that in three categories, Liberal Arts, Commerce, and Lata, the

Day division reports an increase and the corresponding divisions

for Evening all report decreases. Liberal Arts Evening has a loss

of 1450 or 4.3 percent. Commerce Evening has a loss of 403 or 5.7

percent. Education shows a loss of 376, or 9.5 percent. Engineering

has a loss of 188, or a percent of 4.6. Social Work shows a loss on

the tabular table of 378. As indicated in the text of this article the

correct figure should be a loss of 64 since Loyola of Chicago and

St. Louis reported under a different category for Social Work stu-

dents. The corrected loss is 10.7 percent. Medicine has a loss of 33

students or 1.8 percent. Law Evening has a loss of 162 students or

8.5 percent.

Full-Time Totals for the scholastic Year 1964-1965 are 84,339. This

is an increase of 6241 students over last year's total of 78,098. The
increase is 7.9 percent. Part-Time Totals for the current scholastic

year are 44,103 students. The increase is 143 or 0.3 percent over last

year's total of 43,960 students. Full and Part-Time Totals for the

current year are 128,442 students. The increase of 6384 students over

last year's total of 122,058 represents an increase of 5.2 percent.

Extension and Low Tuition adds a total for this year of 10,730 stu-

dents. The combination of Full and Part-Time students plus Exten-

sion and Low Tuition students form the basis of Grand Total En-

rollment. The full enrollment of all 28 American Jesuit colleges and

universities listed under Grand Total Enrollment Totals is 139,172

students. This represents an increase of 8962 students over the total

for last year of 130,210 students. The increase is 6.9 percent.
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ENROLLMENT IN EDUCATIONAL HOUSES FOR OURS

TERTIANSHIPS: AURIESVILLE-46 Tertians; CLEVELAND-
30 Tertians; DECATUR-33 Tertians; POMFRET-29 Tertians;

PORT TOWNSHEND-33 Tertians. The total number of Tertian

Fathers in the United States Tertianships is 196 Tertians. There

are 25 Tertian Brothers at the Brothers' Tertianship at CLEVE-
LAND.

THEOLOGATES: ALMA-29 in First Year; 21 in Second Year; 28

in Third Year; 23 in Fourth Year, for a total of 101 Theologians.

NORTH AURORA (West Baden) -24 in First Year; 22 in Second

Year; 25 in Third Year; 25 in Fourth Year, for a total of 96 Theo-

logians. ST. MARrS-38 in First Year; 46 in Second Year; 46 in

Third Year; 32 in Fourth Year, for a total of 162 Theologians.

WESTON-24 in First Year; 22 in Second Year; 28 in Third Year;

35 in Fourth Year, for a total of 109 Theologians. WOODSTOCK-
62 in First Year; 63 in Second Year; 54 in Third Year; 54 in Fourth

Year, for a total of 233 Theologians. Assistancy totals for the five

American theologates are: 177 in First Year; 174 in Second Year; 181

in Third Year; 169 in Fourth Year, for an all-over total of 701 Theo-

logians.

PHILOSOPHATES: ASSUMPTION HALL-28 in First Year; 35

in Second Year; 25 in Third Year, for a total of 88 Philosophers.

FUSZ MEMORIAL-64 in First Year; 62 in Second Year, 47 in

Third Year, for a total of 173 Philosophers. MOUNT ST. MICHAEL
—50 in First Year; 40 in Second Year; 45 in Third Year, for a total

of 135 Philosophers. NORTH AURORA (West Baden) -27 in First

Year; 32 in Second Year; 34 in Third Year, for a total of 93 Philoso-

phers. SHRUB OAK-75 in First Year;' 63 in Second Year; 61 in

Third Year, for a total of 199 Philosophers. WESTON-35 in First

Year; 27 in Second Year; 18 in Third Year, for a total of 80 Philoso-

phers. Assistancy totals for the six American philosophates are: 279

in First Year; 259 in Second Year; 230 in Third Year, for a total of

768 Philosophers.

JUNIORATES : PLATTSBURGH-No Juniors. COLOMBIERE-
14 in First Year; 7 in Second Year, a total of 21 Juniors. ST. BONI-
FACIUS-21 in First Year; 24 in Second Year, for a total of 45 Jun-

iors. MILFORD-15 in First Year; 14 in Second Year, for a total of

29 Juniors. WERNERSVILLE-22 in First Yeai-; 19 in Second Year,

for a total of 41 Juniors. LOS GATOS-29 in First Year; 29 in Sec-
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ond Year, for a total of 58 Juniors. ST. ANDREW-29 in First Year;

24 in Second Year, for a total of 53 Juniors. GRAND COTEAU-
14 in First Year; 11 in Second Year, for a total of 25 Juniors, SHERI-
DAN-20 in First Year; 13 in Second Year, for a total of 33 Juniors.

FLORISSANT-19 in First Year; 17 in Second Year, for a total of 36

Juniors. SHADOWBROOK-34 in First Year; 28 in Second Year, for

a total of 62 Juniors. Assistancy totals for the 10 American juniorates

are: 217 in First Year; 186 in Second Year, for a total of 403 Juniors.

NOVITIATES: PLATTSBURGH-15 in First Year; 17 in Second

Year, for a total of 32 Novices. QUEEN OF PEACE-14 in First

Year; 11 in Second Year, for a total of 25 Novices. COLOMBIERE-
31 in First Year; 22 in Second Year, for a total of 53 Novices. ST.

BONIFACIUS-33 in First Year; 28 in Second Year, for a total of 61

Novices. MILFORD-36 in First Year; 28 in Second Year, for a total

of 64 Novices. WERNERSVILLE-35 in First Year; 19 in Second

Year, for a total of 54 Novices. LOS GATOS-26 in First Year; 21 in

Second Year, for a total of 47 Novices. ST. ANDREW-36 in First

Year; 27 in Second Year, for a total of 63 Novices. GRAND CO-
TEAU-20 in First Year; 18 in Second Year, for a total of 38 Novices.

SHERIDAN-31 in First Year; 25 in Second Year, for a total of 56

Novices. FLORISSANT-30 in First Year; 22 in Second Year, for a

total of 52 Novices. SHADOWBROOK-30 in First Year; 21 in Sec-

ond Year, for a total of 51 Novices. Assistancy totals for the 12

American Novitiates are 337 in First Year; 259 in Second Year, for

a total of 596 Novices.

House Totals for the various Novitiate-Juniorates are as follows:

PLATTSBURGH-32 Novices, No Juniors, House Total 32. QUEEN
OF PEACE-25 Novices, No Juniors, House Total, 25. COLOM-
BIERE-53 Novices, 21 Juniors, House Total, 74. ST. BONIFACIUS
-61 Novices, 45 Juniors, House Total, 106. MILFORD-64 Novices,

29 Juniors, House Total, 93. WERNERSVILLE-54 Novices, 41

Juniors, House Total, 95. LOS GATOS-47 Novices, 58 Juniors,

House Total, 105. ST. ANDREW-63 Novices, 53 Juniors, House

Total, 116. GRAND COTEAU-38 Novices, 25 Juniors, House Total,

63. SHERIDAN-56 Novices, 33 Juniors, House Total, 89. FLORIS-

SANT-52 Novices, 36 Juniors, House Total, 88. SHADOWBROOK
-51 Novices, 62 Juniors, House Total, 113. The 596 Novices and

403 Juniors form a total of 999 in the American novitiates and jun-

iorates.

To summarize, the enrollment in the various Houses of Formation
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of the American Assistancy for the scholastic year 1964-1965 is: 196

TERTIANS in five tertianships; 701 THEOLOGIANS in 5 theo-

logates; 768 PHILOSOPHERS in 6 philosophates; 403 JUNIORS in

10 juniorates; 596 NOVICES in 12 novitiates. Grand total for all

38 Houses of Formation is 2664 students.

Comparative figures with the enrollment in the Houses of Study

for the past scholastic year (1963-1964) show a loss of 102 stu-

dents. Individual breakdowns (the 1963-1964 figures are in paren-

theses) show the individual categories for both years. TERTIANS
196 (156), a gain of 40 students. THEOLOGIANS 701 (744), a

loss of 43 students. PHILOSOPHERS 768 (788), a loss of 20 stu-

dents. JUNIORS 403 ( 464), a loss of 61 students. NOVICES 596

(614), a loss of 18 students.

MINOR SEMINARIES: Students in this category, as most of our

readers know, are students preparing for the diocesan seminary and

not for the Society. All three minor seminaries are under the direc-

tion of provinces of the American Assistancy. Mundelein is not listed

in this article since although Ours teach the philosophical and theo-

logical subjects, the seminary as such is not under Society admin-

istration. CORPUS CHRISTI-34 in First Year; 28 in Second Year;

15 in Third Year; 17 in Fourth Year, for a total of 94 students.

RYAN-26 in First Year; 29 in Second Year; 10 in Third Year; 18

in Fourth Year; 9 in Fifth Year; 8 in Sixth Year, for a total of 99

students. AIBONITO-28 in First Year; 12 in Second Year; 5 in

Third Year; 4 in Fourth Year, for a total of 49 students. The sum-

mary of minor seminaries is 225 students in high school studies, 17

in college studies, for a total of 242 students. ST. PHILIP NERI
which has closed its boarding branch at Haverhill enrolls 91 stu-

dents for delayed vocations at the Boston site.

STUDENTS UNDER JESUIT INSTRUCTION
IN 119 HOUSES UNDER
JESUIT ADMINISTRATION

AMERICAN ASSISTANCY 1964-1965

28 Colleges and Universities 139,172

49 High Schools 33,828

38 Houses of Formation 2,664

3 Minor Seminaries 242

1 St. Philip Neri 91

119 Schools 175,997
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High School Enrollment 1964-1965

m
o in

TABLE ONE
Freshmen

Sophomol

Jiiniors

Seniors

Specials

Totals

1964-19(

Totals

1963-19(

Increase

<

Decrease

Bellarmine College Preparatory, San Jose —. 263 238
Bellarmine High School, Tacoma 129 116
Bishop's Latin School, Pittsburgh 43 49
Boston College High, Boston 356 340
Brebeuf Preparatory, Indianapolis 180 144
Brooklyn Preparatory, Brooklyn 280 259
Brophy College Preparatory, Phoenix 139 148

205
88
36

267
141

201
147

199
82
37

318

208
119

905
415
165

1,281

465
948
553

892
366
148

1,311

319
1,027

579

+ 13

-f 49

+ 17— SO

+ 146— 79— 26

Campion Jesuit High School, Prairie du Chien 172 146 143 137
Canisius High School, BufiFalo 267 225 193 197 1

Chaplain Kapaun Mem. High School, Wichita 139 130 137 159
Cheverus High School, Portland 113 101 78 89
Colegio San Ignacio, Puerto Rico 101 95 67 48 233
Cranwell School, Lenox 56 45 60 53 7

Creighton Preparatory School, Omaha 239 244 271 264

598
883
565
381
544
221

1,018

584
877
595
418
402
226

1,044

+ 14

+ 6— 30— 37

+142— 5— 26

Fairfield College Preparatory, Fairfield 215 193 191 203
Fordham Preparatory School, New York 273 215 183 187
Georgetown Preparatory School, Garrett Park 62 60 61 61

Gonzaga High School, Washington, D.C. .... 217 201 164 146
Gonzaga Preparatory School, Spokane 231 203 170 175

Jesuit High School, Dallas 155 143 140 146

Jesuit High School, El Paso 155 92 95 66

57

802
858
301
728
779
584
408

854
822
292
712
780
618
335

— 52

+ 36

-f 9

+ 16— 1— 34

+ 73

Jesuit College Preparatory, Houston
Jesuit High School, New Orleans -

Jesuit High School, Portland

Jesuit High School, Sacramento

Jesuit High School, Shreveport

Jesuit High, Tampa
Loyola Academy, Wilmette

130
215
132
116
90
106
464

111

187
132
86
80
105
385

98
194
131

77
89

396

79
222 101

115 1

68 "I

91

354 ....

418 325
919 947
511 522
202 90
315 334
391 390

1,599 1,592

+ 93— 28— 11

+ 112— 19

+ 1

+ 7

Loyola High School, Los Angeles 276 260 263 227 .... 1,026 969 + 57
Loyola High School, Missoula — 40 29 34 24 127 140 - 13

Loyola High School, Towson 181 168 163 191 703 770 - 67
Loyola School, New York 54 49 48 51 202 195 - 7

Marquette University High, Milwaukee 266 241 239 233 1 980 972 - 8
McQuaid Jesuit High School, Rochester 209 209 166 186 770 809 - 39
Regis High School, Denver - 175 155 151 133 614 611 + 3

Regis High School, New York 171 164 159 145 _ 639 620 + 19
Rockhurst High School, Kansas City 212 200 202 191 - 805 767 + 38
St. Ignatius High School, Chicago 284 281 260 279 . ... 1,104 1,140 — 36
St. Ignatius High School, Cleveland 279 311 266 264 . ... 1,120 1,171 — 51
St. Ignatius High School, San Francisco —

_

299 264 265 262 - ... 1,090 1,118 — 28
St. Joseph's Preparatory School, Philadelphia 238 187 208 206 - 839 808 + 31
St. Louis University High School, St. Louis 228 225 215 205 . 873 880 — 7

St. Peter's Preparatory School, Jersey City 351 236 258 224 1,069 1,000 + 69
St. Xavier High School, Cincinnati 347 291 282 312 .... 1,232 1,254 — 22
Scranton Preparatory School 118 115 87 91 411 416 — 5
Seattle Preparatory School, Seattle 143 119 128 107 497 498 — 1

University of Detroit High School, Detroit 270 253 231 239 .... 993 1,032 — 39
Xavier High School, Concord - 110 99 95 .... .... 304 230 + 74
Xavier High School, New York 262 255 224 212 953 1,027 — 74

Totals 1964-1965
Totals 1963-1964

9,551 8,584 7,967 7,605 401 34,108
9 458 8,568 8,010 7.508 284 33,828

Increase or Decrease
Percent

+ 93+ 16 —43+ 97-1-117

-f0.9-4-0.2 —0.5+ 1.3+4.1
+280
+ 0.8
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Composite College Statistics, 63-64, 64-65

Grand Total

TABLE THREE

Increase-Decrease Freshmen Enrollment

in -«<

Increase-Decrease

Boston College

Canisius College

Creighton University —
Fairfield University

Fordham University -
Georgetown University

9,329

2,902

3,744

2,197

10,339

7,461

8,797

3,074

3,568

2,094

10,018

7,142

+ 532 -}-— 172 —
+ -f— 103 +— 321 -j-

— 319 +

6.0

5.9

4.9

4.9

3.2

4.5

1,768

709
710
404

1,473

1,084

1,550

710
649
335

1,070

994

+
+
+
+
+

218
1

61

69
403
90

-4-14.1— 0.1

4- 9.4

4-20.6

+37.7
+ 9.1

Gonzaga University

Holy Cross College

John Carroll University

Le Moyne College

Loyola College

Loyola University, Chicago

2,603

2,003

4,292

1,577

2,573

13,782

2,432

1,826

4,197

1,523

2,345

12,154

171

177

95
54

228
-1-1,628

+
+
+
+
+
-1-13.4

7.0

9.6

2.3

3.5

9.7

570
666

1,263

380
270

2,257

561 -f 9
493 -f 173

1,272 — 9
327 + 53
244 -f 26

1,964 -j- 293

+ 1.6

-f35.1— 0.7

-f 16.2

4-10.6
4-14.9

Loyola University, Los Angeles 2,328 2,086 -[- 242 +11.6 358 339 + 19 + 5.6

Loyola University, New Orleans 3,750 3,475 4" 275 4" '^•9 611 4" ^2 +5.2
Marquette University 13,163 11,967 4-l'196 4" 9.9 1,668 1,431 4" 237 +16.6
Regis College 999 1,010 _ 11 _ 1.1 269 226

-f-
43 +19.0

Rockhurst College 2,182 2,054 + 128 + 6.2 323 242 -j- 81 +33.5
St. Joseph's CoUege 6,390 5,589 4" 801 +14.3 1,878 1,286 -f 592 +46.0

St. Louis University

St. Peter's College

Seattle University

Spring Hill College

University of Detroit

University of San Francisco

10,782

2,854

4,244

1,411

11,142

4,801

10,305

2,533

4,222

1,364

10,795

4,567

+ 477 + 4.6 1,724 1,675 + 49

4- 321 +12.7 817 593 + 224

4- 22 + 0.5 1,161 1,105 + 56

4_ 47 4_ 3.4 333 342 _ 9

4_ 347 4- 3.2 2,062 1,872 + 190

4- 234 4- '^48 456 -\- 292

2.9

37.8

5.1— 2.7

+ 10.1

4-64.0

University of Santa Clara

University of Scranton —
Wheeling College

Xavier University

4,277 3,664

2,738 2,690

646 565
4,663 4,154

+ 613 +16.7
4- 48 4- 1-8

4- 81 +14.3
-\- 509 4-12.3

782
426
245
751

654 + 128
446 — 20
176 + 69
632 + 119

+19.6— 4.7

+39.2
+18.8

Totals 139,172 130,210 +8,962 + 6.9 25,742 22,255 +3,487 +15.7

1



Scholarly Publications of Jesuits

1963-1964

ARCHAEOLOGY
Gill, David H. (Boston College High School), The Classical Greek Cult

Table, Harvard University dissertation, 1964, Pp. vii + 359.

Levies, Clifford M. (Wheehng College) "Camp Allegheny: A Survey

of a Confederate Winter Quarters," The West Virginia Archeologist,

Number 16 (December 1963), 33-45.

ScHODER, Raymond V. (Detroit Province) "Ancient Cumae," Scientific

American, CCIX (December 1964), 108-122.

ASTRONOMY
Miller, Walter

J.
(Fordham University) (with Arthur A. Wachmann)

"Six New Variable Stars in the Cygnus Cloud, VV 125-130," Ricerche

Astronomiche, VI (November 1963), 497-509.

, (with Arthur A. Wachmann) (Fordham University) "Ten
Eclipsing Variables in the Cygnus Cloud, VV 115-124," Ricerche As-

tronomiche, VI (June 1963), 413-429.

BIOCHEMISTRY
ScHOTT, Edward W. (New Orleans Province) (with Philip A. Katz-

man) "Separation and Estimation of 17a-Estradiol," Endocrinology,

LXXIV, (June 1964), 870-877.

Sullivan, William D. (Boston College) (with Cornelius F. Sullivan, Jr.)

"The Acetylcholine Content and the EflFect of Hexamephonium Bro-

mide on This Compound at the Various Phases of Division in Tet-

rhymena Pyriformis GL," Broteria, XXXIII (LX) (1964), 17-33.

, (Boston College) (with Mary L. Foley) "Radiation Effects on
Cysteine Desulfhydrase Activity in Microorganisms," Transactions of

the American Microscopical Society, LXXXII (October 1963), 400-405.

BIOLOGY
Baumiller, Robert C. (Woodstock College) "Virus-host Relationship

and the E£Fects of X-ray Induced Mutants in Heterozygous Condition,"

pp. 73-74 in Genetics Today: Proceedings of the XI International

Congress of Genetics, I (September 1963).

, (Woodstock College) "Rhythm and Natural Selection," Science,

CXLIV (April 1964), 365-366.

, (Woodstock College) "Will the Child Be Normal?", America,

CX (February 1964), 220-221.

Berger, Charles A. (Fordham University) (with E. R. Witkus and Sr.

M. Casimir Herold) "The EflFects of Gibberellin and Kinetin on the

Growth of Xanthisma texanum DC<2.3)/' Phuton, XX (November
1963), 83-86.

, (Fordham University) (with Sr. M. Casimir Herold and E. R.

Witkus) "The Effect of Nucleic Acid Antimetabohtes on the Develop-
ment of Xanthisma Texanum Var. Drummondii," Broteria, XXXII
(LIX) (1963), 219-228.
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, (Fordham University) (with M. F. Fourcade, S.J. and E. R.

Witkus) "Cytological EfiFects of Aminopyrine," Caryologia, XVI
(1963), 347-351.

Burke, Joseph A. (Loyola College) (with Joseph F. Speak) "Some
Morphological and Physiological Effects of Thahdomide on the Em-
bryos of Fundulus Heterochtus," Biological Bulletin, CXXV (October

1963), 273.

Fitzgerald, Robert S. (Detroit Province) Ventilatory Response to

Transient Perfusion of the Carotid Chemoreceptors. Chicago, 111.:

University of Chicago Press, 1963. Ppp. vii + 39.

, (Detroit Province) (with Otto G. Thilenius, Paul B. Hoffer,

John F. Perkins, Jr.) "Response of Pulmonary Circulation of Resting,

Unanesthetized Dog to Acute Hypoxia," American Journal of Physi-

ology, Vol. 206 (April 1964), 867-874.

FoRSTHOEFEL, Paulinus F. (University of Detroit) "Observations on the

Sequence of Blastemal Condensations in the Limbs of the Mouse Em-
bryo," Anatomical Record, 147 (September 1963), 129-138.

, (University of Detroit) "The Embryological Development of

the Effects of Strong's Luxoid Gene in the Mouse," Journal of Mor-
phology, 113 (November 1963), 427-452.

, (University of Detroit) "A Developmental Analysis of Stiong's

Luxoid Mutant," in Proceedings of the XI International Congress of

Genetics, September, 1963. P. 184.

Lessees, Roland
J.

(New Orleans Province) "Cell Surface Projections:

Their Role in the Aggregation of Embryonic Chick Cells as Revealed

by Electron Microscopy," Journal of Experimental Zoology, Vol. 153

(July 1963), 171-182.

Macnamara, John P. (Wisconsin Province) "Two New Names for

North American Species of Selonodon (Coleoptera: Cebrionidae),"

The Coleoptensts Bulletin, XVIII (March 1964) 18-20.

Mahowald, Anthony P. (Wisconsin Province) "Electron Microscopy of

the Formation of the Cellular Blastoderm in Drosophila MekinogasterJ'

Experimental Cell Research, XXXII (December 1963), 457-468.

, "Ultrastructural Differentiations During Formation of the

Blastoderm in the Drosphila Melanogaster Embyro," Developmental

Biology, VIII (October 1963), 186-204.

McCarthy, Alan
J.
(New York Province) (with Bohuslav Fott) "Three

Acidolphil Volocine Flagellates in Pure Culture." Journal of Proto-

zoology, XI (February 1964), 116-120.

Mulligan, James A. (St. Louis University) "A description of Song Spar-

row song based on instrumental analysis," The Proceedings XXIIIth

International Ornithological Congress, 1963, pp. 272-284.

Panuska, Joseph A. (Georgetown University) "Behavioral thermoregu-

lation and rewarming ability in hibernators," American Zoologist, III

(November 1963), 501.

, (with V. P. Popovic) "The Critical Body Temperature for Learn-

ing in the Hypothermic Rat," in Proceedings of the XVI International

Congress of Zoology, II (August 1963), 54.
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, (with Vojin Popovic) "Learning in Hypothermic Rats," Journal

of Applied Physiology, XVIII (September 1963), 1016-1018.

Peters, Walter P. (Loyola University, Chicago) "Inheritance of Asym-
metry in Krizousacorixa Femorata (Guerin)," Genetica XXXIV (1963),

211-227.

RuGGiERi, George D. (Maryland Province) "Saponin-like Toxin from the

Giant Sunburst Starfish, Pycnopodia Hehanthoides, from the Pacific

Northwest," American Zoologist, III (November 1963), 554-555.

, (with Liguoir, Baslow, Stempien and Nigrelli) "Antibiotic and
Toxic Activity of the Mucous of the Pacific Golden Striped Bass,

Grammistes Sexlineatus," American Zoologist, III (November 1963)
546.

BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
Baumhart, Raymond C. (Loyola University, Chicago) An Exploratory

Study of Businessmen's Views on Ethics in Business. Harvard Uni-

I

versity doctoral dissertation, 1963. Pp. vii -|- 330.

Bowman, James H. (Chicago Province) "A Wave of Profit Sharing Sets

Our Industrial Future," Social Order, XIII (November 1963), 35-41.

Garrett, Thomas M. (University of Scranton) (with Francis X. Quinn,

S.J.) editor, "The Ethical Aftermath of Advertising," pp. 153-160 in

! Ethics, Advertising and Responsibility. Westminster, Md.: Canterbury
' Press, 1963. Pp. 165.

, Ethics in Business. New York: Sheed & Ward, 1963. Pp.

J

viii + 181.

J

McInnes, William C. (Boston College) "The Economic Functions of

Advertising," pp. 5-17 in Ethics, Advertising and Responsibility. West-
minster, Md.: Canterbury Press, 1963. Pp. 165.

I

CANON LAW
o(

Hill, Richard A. (Alma College) Ecclesiastical Pensions in the Juris-

r
" i prudence of the Sacred Congregation of the Council. Rome: Gregorian

University Press, 1963. Pp. 77.

f'KoRTH, Francis N. (Marquette University) (with T. L. Bouscaren and

g Adam C. Ellis) Canon Law: A Text and Commentary, 4th revised edi-

i

tion. Milwaukee, Wis.: Bruce Publishing Co., 1963. Pp. xvi -f 1004.

O'Connor, James L (West Baden College) (with T. Lincoln Bouscaren,

,
1 S.J.) Canon Law Digest, Vol. V. Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co.,

I

1963. Pp. vii + 847.

^ "Canon Law Demands Competence," Hospital Progress, XLV
jjll

(February 1964), 70-74.

Stokes, Edward
J.

(Mundelein) "The Aggiomamento of the Code of

I

Canon Law," Chicago Studies, II (Winter 1963), 269-285.

'ill

CHEMISTRY
Currie, Charles L. (Woodstock College) (with B. deB Darwent) "The

J Photochemical Decomposition of Methyl Azide," Canadian Journal of
^ Chemistry, XLI (1963), 1552-1559.
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, (with H. Okabe and
J.

R. McNesby) "Vacuum Ultraviolet

Photochemistry. VI. Photolysis of Cyclopropane with the Xenon Reso-

nance Lines," Journal of Physical Chemistry, LXVII (1963), 1494-1497.

Fritsch, Albert
J.

(Chicago Province) Preparation and Reactions of
Some Halogenated Derivatives of 2,3 Dimethylquinoxaline. Fordham
University doctoral dissertation. Ann Arbor: University Microfilms,

1964. Pp. vi + 96.

Lambert, James L. (New Orleans Province) (with A. Nickon, ]. H. Ham-
mons, and R. O. Williams) "On the sterochemistry of Homoenoliza-
tion," Journal of American Chemical Society, LXXXV (November
1963) , 3713-3714.

Miller, William T. (Regis College) (with James Cason and Andrew
Weiss) "Multibranched Higher Saturated Acids from Tubercle Bacil-

lus," Tetrahedron, XX (January 1964), 91-106.

Nemeth, Edward M. (Detroit Province) with
J.

C. Polanyi and CM.
Sadowski, "Self-Absorption in the Sodium Plus Active-Hydrogen Dif-

fusion Flame," Journal of Chemical Physics, XL (April 1964), 2054-

2055.

Schubert, Clarence C. (Le Moyne College) (with R.
J.

Morrissey)

"The Reactions of Ozone with Propane and Ethane," Combustion and
Flame, VII (September 1963), 263-268.

, (with Frederick
J.

Dillemuth) The Reaction of Ozone with the

Hydrocarbons—Possible Role of Ozone in 'Normal Combustions. The
Combustion Institute, Western States Division, Fall meeting, October

28-29, 1963, paper 63-22, University of Southern California.

Spittler, Thomas M. (Detroit Province) "A New Technique for Assay

of Oxygen-18 in Sulfur Dioxide," Analytical Chemistry, XXXVl (March

1964) , 575-577.

ECONOMICS
CuRRAN, Donald

J.
(Canisius College) Financial Evolution of the Mil-

waukee Metropolitan Area. University of Wisconsin dissertation, 1963.

Pp. X + 293.

, "The Metropolitan Problem: Solution From Within?", National

Tax Journal, XVI (September 1963), 213-223.

, "Infra-Metropolitan Competition," Land Economics, XL (Febru-

ary 1964), 94-99.

Divine, Thomas F. (Marquette University) (with Joseph W. Towle and

others) "The Catholic Tradition and Economic and Business Ethics,**

(pp. 98-117) in Ethics and Standards in American Business, Boston

Mass.: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1964, Pp. ix -f 315.

, "The Catholic Tradition in Economic and Business Ethics,"

Marquette Business Review, VIII (Spring 1964) 1-16.

Harbrecht, Paul P. (Detroit Province) "Pension Funds and Economic

Power," Chapter XI (pp. 157-169) in Aging and the Economy. Ann
Arbor: The University of Michigan, 1963. Pp. viii + 237.

Lavelle, Michael
J.

(Detroit Province) "Welfare Economics and So-

cialism," Review of Social Economy, XXI (September 1963), 131-146.

MoRRissY
J.

David (Weston College) "New Dimensions in Free Enter-
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prise," Challenge, The Magazine of Economic Affairs, XI (June 1963),
31-34.

EDUCATION
Carron, Malcolm (University of Detroit) (with Alfred D. Cavanaugh,

editor) Readings in the Philosophy of Education, Detroit, Michigan:

University of Detroit Press, 1964. Pp. v + 423.

Gallagher, Eugene F. (Creighton University) Provision for Educa-
tional Practices and Facilities in an Era of Urban Renewal. St. Louis

University doctoral dissertation. Ann Arbor: University Microfilms,

1963. Pp. viii + 335.

Grollmes, Eugene E. (Missouri Province) "A Highv^^ay to Modern
Poetry," The Catholic Educator, XXXIV (January 1964), 448-450.

, "Programs for Superior Students in American Colleges," The
Catholic Educational Review, LXII (January 1964), 34-38.

Henle, Robert
J.

(St. Louis University) "Science and the Humanities,"

(pp. 337-357) in Readings In the Philosophy of Education. Detroit:

Detroit University Press, 1963.

Hennessy, Thomas C. (Fordham University) "The Jesuit High School

Counselor's Resources," pp. 132-147 in The Role of Professional Gui-

dance in Jesuit Institutions. Proceedings of the Jesuit Educational As-

sociation Guidance Institute, August 7-15, 1963. New York: Jesuit

Educational Associations, 1964. Pp. 255.

McCluskey, Neil G. (Gonzaga University) "Catholic Education: A
Changing Pattern," Commonweal, LXXII (January 1964), 507-511.

McDonnell, Timothy L. (University of San Francisco) "A Program
for the College," Chapter XI (107-115) in Education and Freedom.
Chicago: Regnery Co., 1963. Pp. 247.

Miller, William T. (Regis College) "Developing the Whole Man,"
America, 110, (May 1964), 715-717.

Ong, Walter
J.

(St. Louis University) "Knowledge, Time, and Man,"
Current Issues in Higher Education (August 1963) 230-232.

Ratterman, Patrick H. (Xavier University) "Campus Activity Prob-

lems," Journal of the National Associatiori of Student Personnel Admin-
istrators, I (March 1964), 21-25.

Ryan, Edmund G. (New York Province) An Academic History of Wood-
stock College in Maryland (1869-1944). Catholic University doctoral

dissertation. Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1964. Pp. vi + 262.

Sikora, Joseph J.
(Chicago Province) "The Jesuit and Secular Knowl-

edge," Jesuit Educational Quarterly, XXVI (October 1963), 69-85.

, "General Thomist Observations on the End and Method of

Higher Catholic Education," Catholic Educational Review, LXI (April

1963), 238-248.

Wise, John E. (Loyola College) The History of Education: An Analytic

Survey from the Age of Homer to the Present. New York: Sheed &
Ward, 1964. Pp. ix + 474.

Yanitelli, Victor R. (St. Peter's College) "Student Life Issues," pp.
120-131 in Selected Problems in Administration of American Higher
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Education. Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press,

1964. Pp. X + 241.

ZiEGLER, Francis G. (Marquette University) (with Dr. John M. Ivan-

off) "A Study of a Maturity Factor between Freshman and Sophomore
Accounting Students," The Accounting Review, XXXIX (January
1964), 155-160.

ENGLISH
Barth

J.
Robert (Bu£Falo Province) "Faulkner and the Calvinist Tra-

dition," Thought, XXXIX (Spring 1964), 100-120.

, "T. S. Ehot's Image of Man: A Thematic Study of His Drama,"
Renascence, XIV (Spring 1962), 126-138.

Bernbrock, John (Sogang College) (with Kim Young Kwan) A Union
Catalog of English Literary Periodicals in 23 Seoul Libraries. Seoul,

Korea, 1963, iv + 16.

Blehl, Vincent F., editor (Fordham University) Realizations: New-
mans Selection of His Parochial and Plain Sermons. London: Darton,

Longman and Todd, 1964. Pp. xx + 171.

, (with C. Stephen Dessain) The Letters and Diaries of John
Henry Newnmn, Vol. XFV. Edinburgh, New York, and London: Thom-
as Nelson and Sons, 1963. Pp. xviii + 555.

, The Essential Newman. New York: New American Library,

1963. In Mentor-Omega Series. Pp. 352.

, "The 'Apologia': Reactions 1864-65," The Month, New Series

XXXI (May 1964), 267-277.

McIntyre, John P. (Weston College) "'Ship of Fools' and Its Public-

ity," Thought, XXXVIII (Summer 1963), 211-220.

O'Dea, Richard
J.

(St. Francis Xavier Novitiate) To Make the Eye
Secure: the Poetry, Fiction, and Criticism of Allen Tate. Louisiana

State University doctoral dissertation. Baton Rouge: University Micro-

films, 1964. Pp. 308.

Ong, Walter
J.

(St. Louis University) "Classical and Romantic," (pp.

79-80, 97) in The Concise Encyclopedia of English and American

Poets and Poetry. New York: Hawthorn Books, 1963. Pp. 415.

, (with many) "Johnson, Samuel," (pp. 179-180) in The Con-

cise Encyclopedia of English and American Poets and Poetry. New
York: Hawthorn Books, 1963. Pp. 415.

, "English as Enghsh: The New Criticism and the Study of the

Vernacular," The Cambridge Review, LXXXV (January 18, 1964),

182-187.

, "Recent Studies in the English Renaissance [a critical survey],"

Studies in English Literature, IV, (Winter, 1963-64), 163-194.

Shurr, William H. (Chicago Province) "Themes of Redemption in

Modem Literature," The Catholic Educational Review, LXI (Septem-

ber 1963), 388-402.

Teeling, John (Regis College) "J^Y^^ Cary*s Moral World," Modem
Fiction Studies, IX (Autumn 1963), 276-283.

, British History in Joyce Carys Second Trilogy. University of
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North Carolina dissertation. Chapel Hill: University Microfilms, 1964.

Pp. vi + 528.

FINE ARTS
Mathews, Thomas F. (Weston College) "Piero di Cosimo's 'Discovery

of Honey,' " The AH Bulletin, XLV (December 1963), 357-360.

, "P. Bouyer on Sacred Space: A Re-appraisal," Downside Re-

view, LXXXII (April 1964), 111-123.

, "Toward an Adequate Notion of Tradition in Sacred Art,"

Liturgical Arts, XXXII (February 1964), 43-49.

McNamee, M. B. (St. Louis University) "Further Symbohsm in the

Portinari Altar Piece," The Art Bulletin, XLV (June 1963), 142-143.

McNaspy, Clement
J.

(New Orleans Province) "The Sacral in Liturgi-

cal Music," Chapter 11 (pp. 163-190) in The Revival of the Liturgy.

New York: Herder and Herder, 1963. Pp. 224.

GEOLOGY
Skehan, James W. (Weston College) Geology at the Basement Complex

of South Nebraska, Northeastern Kansas and Vicinity. Air Force Pub-

hcation No. AFCRL 63-173. Bedford, Mass.: Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories, 1963. Pp. ix + 57.

Stauder, William (St. Louis University) "The Use of Mathematics and
Physics in the Study of the Interior of Planet Earth," School Science

and Mathematics, LXIV (April 1964), 291-305.

, (with Allan Cox) "Geometrical Properties of Croups of Fault

Plane Solutions," Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, LIV
(February 1964), 87-104.

HISTORY
BuRRUs, Ernest

J.
(New Orleans Province) P. Francisco Maria Piccolo,

S.J. Informe del Estado de la Nueva Cristiandad de California. Madrid:

Jose Pornia Turanzas, 1962. In CoUeccion Chimalistac, Vol. 14. Pp.

xxiv -f 480.

, (with Jane Harrison Ivancovich) "Recognition for Father Kino,"

(120-125) in The Jesuits, Yearbook of the Society of Jesus, 1963-1964.

Rome: Casa Generalizia, Borgo S. Spirito 5, 1963. Pp. 156.

, (New Orleans Province) "Alonso de la Veracruz's Defence of

the American Indians (1553-1554)," Heythrop Journal, IV (July

1963), 225-253.

, "A Sigiienza y Gongora Contribution to the History of Florida,"

The Americas, XIX (January 1963), 305-313.

, "El P. Francisco Maria Piccolo: Su Informe de 1702 y Otros

Documentos Referentes a California," Chimalistac, Publication de In-

formacion Bibliogrdfica, II, No. 7 (June 1962), 1-5.

, "A Forged Commentary on Zarate's Relaciones del Nuevo
Mexico,*' Hispanic American Historical Review, XLII (November
1962), 569-576.

, "Kino, Historian's Historian," (145-156) in Arizona and the

West. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1962.
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, Fray Alonso de Montufar, O.P. Ordenanzas para el Coro de la

Catedral Mexicana. Madrid: Jose Porriia Turanzas, 1964. In BibUo-

theca Tenanitla, Vol. 8. Pp. 112 + 8.

, Misiones Nortenas Mexicanas de la Compama de Jesus. Mexico
City: Antigua Libreria Robredo, 1963. In Biblioteca Historica Mexi-

cana, Vol. 25. Pp. 132.

Hanley, Thomas O. (Marquette University) "The State and Dissenters

in the Revolution/* Maryland Historical Magazine, LVIII (December
1963) 325-332.

, "His Excellency's Council: Maryland, 1715-1720," American
Catholic Historical Society Records, LXXIV (September 1963) 137-

150.

Hennesey, James J.
(Loyola Seminary) The First Council of the Vatican:

The American Experience. New York: Herder and Herder, 1963. Pp.

341.

LooMiE, Albert
J.

(Fordham University) The Spanish Elizabethans:

The English Exiles at the Court of Philip H. New York: Fordham Uni-

versity Press, 1963. Pp. xii +280.
, "Religion and Elizabethan Commerce with Spain," Catholic

Historical Review, L (April 1964), 27-51.

, "An Armada Pilot's Survey of the English Coastline, October,

1597," The Mariners Mirror, XLIX (November 1963), 288-300.

, "The Spanish Ambassador and the Pursuivants," Catholic His-

torical Review, XLIX (July 1963), 203-209.

, "Toleration and Diplomacy: The Religious Issue in Anglo-

Spanish Relations, 1603-1605," Transactions of the American Phil-

osophical Society, New Series, Vol. 53, Part 6. Pp. 60.

Marique, Joseph M. F. (Holy Cross College) "A Spanish Favorite of

Theodosius the Great: Cynegius, Praefectus Praetorio," Classical Folia,

XVn (1963), 43-59.

McNally, Robert E. (New York Province) The Reform of the Church.

New York: Herder and Herder, 1963. Pp. 140.

, "The Council of Trent and the German Protestants," Theologi-

cal Studies, XXV, (March 1964), 1-22.

Prucha, Francis P. (Marquette University) "Indian Removal and the

Great American Desert," Indiana Magazine of History, LIX (Decem-

ber 1963) 299-322.

RoNAN, Charles E. (Loyola University, Chicago) "Observations on the

Word Gringo," Arizona and the West, VI (Spring 1964), 23-29.

Smythe, Donald W. (Detroit Province) "The Early Years of John J.

Pershing, 1860-1882," Missouri Historical Review, LVIII (October

1963), 1-20.

, "Pershing and the Mt. Bagsak Campaign of 1913," Philippine

Studies, XII (January 1964), 3-31.

, "John J.
Pershing: Frontier Cavalryman," New Mexico His-

torical Review, XXXVIII (July 1963), 220-243.

Spearman, Arthur D. (University of Santa Clara) The Five Franciscan

Churches of Mission Santa Clara, 1777-1825. Palo Alto: National Press,

1963. Pp. xiv + 164.
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Taft, Robert F. (Weston College) "Hieromonk Potapij Emel' janou

and the Reunion of Niznjaja-Bogdanovka, 1918," Osterkirchliche Stu-

dien, XII (1963), 157-175.

VoLLMAR, E. R. (St. Louis University) "Writings on the History of Re-

hgion in America for 1962," Manuscnpta, VII (July 1963), 80-89.

, Catholic Church in America. New York: Scarecrow Press,

1963. Pp. 400.

fflSTORY OF IDEAS
Hassel, David }. (Chicago Province) "Mediator Between the Church
and Secular Learning," Chicago Studies, II (Winter 1963), 229-246.

Ong, Walter
J. (St. Louis University) "II suono e il dialogo nella cul-

tura contemporanea," Rassegna italiana di sociologia. III (April-June

1962), 189-203.

, (with many authors). Edited by Pierre Mesnard. "Ramus edu-

cateur: Les precedes scolaires et la nature de la realite," (pp. 207-

222) in Pedagogues et juristes; Congres du Centre d'Etudes Superieures

de las Renaissance a Tours. Paris, France: Librairie Philosophic
J.

Vrin,

1962. Pp. 452.

, "The Knowledge Explosion and the Sciences of Man," The
American Benedictine Review, XV (March 1964), 1-13.

LANGUAGES, CLASSICAL
Gill, David H. (Boston College High School) "A Note on the Method

of Pollux," La Parola del Passato, LXXXIX ( Marzo-Aprile, 1963),
131-132.

MusURiLLO, Herbert
J.

(Fordham University) "Horace and the Bore:

The Character Dramaticus of Sat. 19," Classical Bulletin, XL (March
1964), 65-69.

, "Horace: The Poefs Apotheosis," Transactions of the American
Philosophical Association, XCIII (1962), 230-239.

Ong, Walter
J.

(St. Louis University) "A Ramist Translation of Eurip-

ides," Manuscripta, VIII (March 1964), 18-28.

Sarno, Ronald A. (New York Province) "M'inoan-Mycenaean and Etrus-

can Artistic Works: Comparison," The Classical Bulletin, XL (Decem-
ber 1963), 20-23.

Taylor, John Hammond (Gonzaga University) "St. Augustine and the

Hortensius of Cicero," Studies in Philology, LX (July 1963), 487-498.

Welch, John J. (St. Louis University) "A Medieval Sequence," The
Classical Journal, LIX (November 1963), 76-78.

LAW
Costanzo, Joseph F. (Fordham University) "Religious Schools and

Secular Subjects," Continuum, I (Winter 1964), 445-498.

, This Nation Under God: Church, State and Schools in America.

New York: Herder and Herder, 1964. Pp. 448.

Harbrecht, Paul P. (Detroit Province) Pensions-fonds Eine Wirt-
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schaftliche Macht. Frankfurt Am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 1964.

Pp. 196.

MATHEMATICS
Daly, John F. (St. Louis University) "Mathematics in the codices Ot-

toboniani Latini," Manuscripta, VIII (March 1964), 3-18.

Fleming, Thomas E. (BeUarmine College) "Summer Course in Pro-

granmied Learning," The New York State Mathematics Teachers Jour-

nal, XIV (April 1964), 59-61.

PHILOSOPHY
Brady, Jules M. (Rockhurst College) "St. Augustine's Theory of Seminal

Reason," The New Scholasticism, XXXVIII (April 1964), 141-158.

Buckley, Michael
J.

(California Province) "Les Mouches: Antinomies

within Atheistic Himianism," Cithara, III (November 1963), 1-15.

Daues, Walter
J.

{Rockhurst College) "Orientation in Times of Change,"

Proceedings of the 25th Annual Convention of the Jesuit Philosophical

Association. Boston College, April 15, 1963, pp. 9-16.

Demske, James M. (BeUarmine College) "Heidegger's Quadrate and

Revelation of Being," Philosophy Today, VII (Winter 1963), 245-257.

Dimler, Richard G. (Maryland Province) "Creative Intuition in the

Aesthetic Theories of Croce and Maritain," The New Scholasticism,

XXXVII (December 1963), 472-492.

Faricy, Robert L. (Wisconsin Province) "Connatural Knowledge,"
Sciences Ecclesiastiques, XVI (January-April 1964), 155-163.

Harvanek, Robert F. (West Baden College) "The Crisis in Neo-
Scholastic Philosophy," Thought, XXXVIII (Winter 1963), 529-546.

Hassel, David
J.

(Chicago Province) "Civic Vocation in Plato's Repub-
lic" The Modern Schoolman, XLI (January and March 1964) 145-157,

251-261.

Kaufer, Leonard
J.

(Seattle University) A Critique of Sense-Data in

the Philosophy of G. E. Moore. Rome: Gregorian University Press,

1963. Pp. 67.

Kennard, George V. (California Province) "The American Idea and
Inauthentic Democracy," Pacific Philosophy Forum, II (May 1964),

69-81.

Klubertanz, George P. (Wisconsin Province) "Metaphysics and The-

istic Convictions," (pp. 271-306) in Teaching Thomism Today, edited

by George F. McLean. Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of

America Press, 1963, Pp. xi + 394.

MiCHELi, Vincent P. (Loyola University, New Orleans) "Marcel: The
Ascent to Being," Thought, XXXVIII (Autumn 1963), 395-420.

Munson, Thomas N. (Loyola University, Chicago) "Philosophy in Ecu-

menical Dialogue," Chicago Studies, III (Spring 1964), 55-70.

, "An Interpretation of Hegel's PoHtical Thought," The Monist,

XLVn (January 1964), 97-111.

, "Wittgenstein's Phenomenology," Philosophy and Phenomena-
logical Research, XXIII (September 1962), 37-50.

Murray, George B. (Detroit Province) "Prior Fundamental Attitude
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and 'Positions/ " Revue de Wniversite dOttawa, XXXIV (Janvier-

Mars 1964), 17-29.

NiGRO, Armand M. (Seattle University) Final Cause as the Sharable

Good in the Philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas. Rome: Gregorian Uni-

versity Press, 1963. Pp. 125.

O'Brien, Andrew^ Joseph (Loyola High School) "Duns Scotus' Teach-

ing on the Distinction Between Essence and Existence," The New
Scholasticism, XXXVIII (January 1964), 61-77.

O'Neil, Hugh P. (University of Detroit) Course in Effective Thinking.

Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1964. Pp. vi + 74.

Ong, Walter
J.

(St. Louis University) "Comment on Dr. James L.

Foy's Paper [on Teilhard de Chardin]," The Bulletin of the Guild of

Catholic Psychiatrists, X (July 1963), 171-175.

Oppenheim, Frank M. (Xavier University) "A Critical Annotated Bib-

liography of the Published Works of Josiah Royce," The Modern
Schoolman, XLI (May 1946), 339-365.

RossNER, William L. (Rockhurst College) (with Joseph Evans, Editor,

et al.) "Love in the Thought of Jacques Maritain," Chapter XIII (pp.

237-258), in Jacques Maritain, The Man and His Achievement, New
York: Sheed and Ward, 1963. Pp. xii + 258.

Smith, Gerard (Marquette University) "Note sur L'Avenir de la Philo-

sophic Catholique," (pp. 277-285) in Vol. 3 of VHomme Devant
Dieu Melanges Offerts Au Pere Henri de Lubac, 3 vols., 1963, Aubier,

Paris. Etudes Publees sous la Direction de la Faculte de Theologie S.J.

de Lyon-Fouviere.—
, "A Review of The Idea of Freedom," Vol. II by M.

J.
Adler.

The New Scholasticism, XXXVI (October 1963), 539-542.

Springer, Robert H. (Maryland Province) "V Ethique Catholique

Americaine, Sa Theorie et Sa Pratique," Christianisme Social, LXXI
(Septembre-Decembre 1963), 769-780.

Stevens, Edward (BuflFalo) "The Perfection of Being in Aristotle," The
Modern Schoolman, XLI (March 1964), 227-249.

Stokes, Walter E. (Loyola Seminary) "Whitehead's Challenge to Mod-
ern Thomism," Proceedings of the Twenty-Fifth Annual Convention of

the Jesuit Philosophical Convention, 1963. 33-53, 74-99.

, "Whitehead's Challenge to Theistic Realism," The New Schol-

asticism, XXXVIII (January 1964), 1-21.

Sweeney, Leo (Wisconsin Province) "Existence/ Essence in Thomas
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Jesuit Education and the

Contemporary Adolescent

Robert
J.

Starratt, S.J.

Secondary education is a complex process involving numerous

components which, in the ideal order, should complement one

another. The Jesuit teacher or administrator, like a circus juggler,

must adoitly manipulate the firebrands of public relations, aca-

demic experimentation, extra-curricular activities, examinations,

discipline problems, religious training. Or the Jesuit educator is

like the weaver of an oriental rug. He must not only have a pattern

in mind, but also possess the practical skills to weave the multi-

colored strands into the actual harmonious pattern. Some educators

prefer to emphasize certain colored strands—citizenship training,

for example—and the design of their program would diflFer from

the design of programs which emphasize other strands—say, tech-

nical vocational training. Jesuit educators tend to emphasize the

strand of academic excellence for college and graduate school

work, and this emphasis gives a certain pattern to our educational

process. The pattern, however, still requires complementary strands

that will lend fullness, variety, and harmony to it.

I would like to discuss some of these complementary strands in

our educational process. The strands I wish to consider are con-

cerned with psychological and social forces that affect the student.

In his high school years a student moves out of the world of

children into the world of adults. During this intense period of

change he must come to grips with himself and with the adult

demands of the social order. Since the home often fails to provide

direction or challenge, the student looks to his Jesuit teacher to

help him understand the complexities of his personal and social

situation, and to point out on the expanding horizon the meaning-

ful goals which demand Christian commitment. Although not pre-

tending to exhaust the subject, the following treatment of psycho-

logical and social influences on our students may suggest some

salutary responses to their needs, and thereby lend a new vitality

to our educational pattern.

In Jesuit schools we are forming adolescents who are going

through what Erik Erikson calls a crisis of ego identity.^ Although

lErik H. Erikson, "Identity and the. Life Cycle," Psychological Issues, I, 1 (1959), 113.
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identity formation is a lifelong process, in adolescence it becomes
a critical phase of the individual's growth. Two factors account for

this crisis of identity: rapidity of physical growth, and the sudden

awareness, with the onset of puberty, of the individual's social role.

This social role actually includes several roles: the role of a man,
a prospective husband, a father, a breadwinner, and an adult mem-
ber of the community. During this period the adolescent rejects

being a *little boy" and yet he must retain much of his childhood

learning. He seeks to discover what it means to be a man, and

hence his explorations into the adult roles of dating, of being a

"he-man" in athletics or in delinquency, of holding his own opin-

ions. But the processes of rejecting, retaining, and exploring cause

conflicts and uncertainties in the adolescent. Erikson thus speaks

of adolescence as a necessary moratorium when a youth tries to

bind together his past, his present, and his future into a coherent

whole, when he can achieve the feeling of inner self-sameness.

To allow himself elbow room for interior growth, the adolescent

employs various methods or devices, developed throughout child-

hood, for warding oflF frustration, defeat, pain, and humiliation-

all of which constitute a threat to his inner security. During ado-

lescence he may employ these devices more frequently because of

his increased uncertainty about himself. An adolescent who fails

an algebra exam or receives a severe reprimand from his Jesuit

teacher may react in several ways: "I don't care whether I pass

or fail; let them throw me out of school"—thus he denies the rele-

vance or importance of his school status and hence the importance

of the painful incident; "It's all their fault, they've got it in for

me"—thus he projects his frustration onto the teacher, the fault is

not his but the teacher's; "I'm just no good at all, I guess"—in this

way he reduces the present conflict by exaggerating his own guilt

and inabflity to do anything worthwhile. The catalogue of defenses

includes other, more pathological denials of the real world. When,

therefore, a Jesuit teacher sees a student reacting in some such

way to a school or home situation, he should recognize that the

boy is not maliciously "alibi-ing." To prevent damage to the stu-

dent's psychological growth, and to be a truly effective teacher, he

must help the student understand that a failure or a reprimand

does not imply a condemnation of the student's total person, but

that, even while failing or reprimanding the boy, he nevertheless

respects and cares for him.

Besides attempting to develop an inner consistency and self
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esteem, the adolescent also strives to present a consistent self to

others in the increasingly complex social environment. As a result

he tends to be hypersensitive about his appearance in the eyes of

others. Society at large, as well as the adults in his immediate

environment thus play a large part in his identity synthesis. They
can help the adolescent establish a working life plan with its

hierarchical order of roles: creature of God, citizen, father, neigh-

bor. Adults also provide ideological and rehgious challenges which

channel the "forceful earnestness, the sincere asceticism, and the

eager indignation of youtli"^ toward the frontier of responsible

social action. And very important, adults in the family, neighbor-

hood, and school provide contact and experimental identification

with adult models.^ The adolescent looks to adults in his environ-

ment and asks himself, "Do I want to be like Mr. So-and-So?" This

process of identification with an adult model, however, causes the

contemporary adolescent particularly acute problems, say some

sociologists, because the contemporary American male, as he be-

comes more and more like the "organization man," presents a

devitalized model for the adolescent to imitate. Bettelheim states

the problem clearly.

If manhood, if the good life in the good community is the goal of

adolescence, then the goal is clear, and with it the direction and
the path. But what if existing manhood is viewed as empty, static,

obsolescent? Then becoming a man is death, and manhood marks

the death of adolescence, not its fulfillment. The buoyancy of youth

is fed by the conviction of a full life to come, one in which all great

things are theoretically attainable. But one cannot believe in the

good life to come if the goal is suburbia. One cannot realize ones

values by climbing the ladder of the business community, nor prove

one's manhood on the greens of the country club."*

This anti-bourgeois bias is typical of many adolescents. Yet they

do not at the same time realize that their own values are frequently

as superficial. The Holden Caulfields of our Jesuit schools, like the

caricatured organization man, vacillate from one insecure day to

the next. But should not the school provide a forum for discussion

on the insecurities and superficialities of contemporary living, on

integral personal growth, and on public responsibility? What ac-

count do the academic and extra curricular programs take of the

2 Ibid., 158.
3 Ibid., 114.
* Bruno Bettelheim, "The Problem of Generations," Daedalus, XCI, 1 (Winter, 1962),

83.
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adolescent s quest for identity, and of his need to exercise respon-

sibility? Does the school consciously and consistently provide an

atmosphere that encourages initiative, and even wholesome risk-

taking behavior in academic as well as extra-curricular activities?

Obviously, a freshman should not have as much freedom or respon-

sibility as a senior; school programs could gradually encourage

independence and maturity commensurate with the development

of the student. Certainly student counselors could provide profes-

sional advice for other teachers on various aspects of adolescent

psychological growth. For whether they intend it or not, teachers

do affect the maturing process of the student either by providing

roles and identities in which the student feels he can develop

security and self esteem, or roles and identities against which he

feels he must rebel.

But let us look at this youth we are forming from a different

perspective, that of the adolescent society, or peer group. In The
Adolescent Society, a study of the value system of contemporary

adolescents, James Coleman demonstrates the high value adoles-

cents place on athletics and social popularity.^ School leaders, for

example, invariably come, not from the minority of academically

successful students, but from the athletes and more socially out-

going boys. When a bright student does become a leader in the

school, his status frequently owes nothing to his first-honors report

card, but rather to his social or athletic talents. Coleman s survey

reveals that adolescents frequently look upon the bright student

as a drudge, as one who accepts the passive dependency that

schoolwork imposes. They also interpret their peer's drive to

achieve high marks as a manifestation of selfishness, a serious

fault in a world where activity for social togetherness counts the

most.

Perhaps an indignant reader at this point will speak out for the

highly motivated and independent students in his own school. Cer-

tainly the increased pressure to gain the prize of college admission,

the traumatic experience of college board examinations, and the

glamor of a national merit award provide incentives for serious

academic industry. For the most part, our students are quite

s James S. Coleman, The Adolescent Society (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe,
1961). Coleman's study applies especially, but not exclusively, to public school students.

His study indicates that some other adolescents place high value on individual industry

and are indifferent to social groups. But these values are found most frequently among
adolescents from rural and economically deprived areas. Since the majority of our students

come from a middle class suburb or city environment, I have, used information that Cole-
man received from this type of student.
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conscious of the competition engendered by these exterior motiva-
tions. But that is the point; these incentives come from outside the
school, not from within the school programs nor from the learning

process itself. To allow only these exterior motivations to goad the

student on to academic achievement seems to me an abdication

of responsibility.

Coleman reports that the schools present system of recognition

and reward does not recognize or reward the bright student as

one who has done something significant with and for others. He
has won no dramatic victory for the school; his academic victory i

concerns only himself, and to some degree even sets him against
|

his fellows. Since the school provides no competition in which the

school's honor and the honor of his peers whom he might repre-

sent are at stake, the bright student, as such, has no visible status

or visible function that relates him to his classmates.^ He may win
a medal for academic achievement, but he stands on the stage '

alone.

The electric response of American youth to President Kennedy's

Peace Corps proposal can be viewed as symptomatic of the despera-
j

tion of youth to do something significant. The Peace Corps pre- |

sented youth with the opportunity to espouse a cause, to go off

to a far land where they were needed, and to preach through

dedicated work the good news of brotherhood and friendship.

Adolescents likewise feel the urge to participate in such altruistic

enterprises. Some educators, however, feel that students need to be i

controlled by a tight system of discipline. Such discipline keeps •

student initiative, and hence youthful indiscretions at a minimimi,

but one wonders whether such discipline stems merely from the r

excuse of administrative expediency, or from a conviction based on
j

an understanding of human psychology. If a student is never

challenged, if he is expected to behave as a child, can we wonder
^

that our schools may not, perhaps, be known for their self-assertive ^

graduates? Would it not be healthier to expose our students to the

social and religious challenges that Vatican H, UNESCO, and the
\

Peace Corps have responded to? The spirit of the Church, and the
*j

attitude of the late President Kennedy have affected the national j

and international scene. To prevent our students from relating to ;

this spirit would be less than honest.

Jesuit educators might look into the possibilities of using the

student council as an introduction to responsible self government.

«Ibui., p. 319.
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and as a channel of meaningful communication between students

and faculty. Some schools have utilized the student council or the

key club to develop an amazing amount of student initiative. Some
schools, for example, allow the student organization to handle

disciplinary problems, to provide tutoring services for the slower

or discouraged student, and to engage in school-community proj-

ects for the underprivileged.

Jesuit educators could also investigate the possibilities of inter-

school competition on an academic level. The Jesuit school, for

example, might arrange for a city or town wide competition in

French, Mathematics, or History. The students who would repre-

sent their school in such a contest would have a more visible and
acceptable status. The publicity in the school and community news-

papers might provide some quiet, studious adolescent with the first

pubhc recognition of his young life.

Latin, English, and History teachers might discuss the possibihty

of a more thematic approach to their subject which would allow

for more consideration of recurring themes in the past and present.

A theme in English class for one semester, for example, might be

concerned with the problem of freedom and authority. The writings

of Martin Luther King would not be out of place with this thema-

tic approach in a History or Religion class; nor would a discussion

of Christian individuality in a technological milieu be out of place

for an English class reading Auden's "The Unknown Citizen''; nor

! would a consideration of modem advertising be out of place in a

1 term paper assignment.

, Within the broader context of social change, we can also find

) reasons for reflecting on our educational oriental rug. Recent com-

1 mentators on the changing American scene have stressd that our

r entire society is in a state of flux.*^ Traditional experiences of family

r
I

living, leisure time, the use of property and money, work, and even

e t time itself have changed radically in the past fifty years. Time, for

e
I example, as a realized experience, is different now. The Nineteen

e
I

Thirties are considerably more remote to today's adolescent than

e the Eighteen Thirties were to the adolescent of 1864. Jobs that took

il days or weeks to complete can now be accomplished in a few

0 hours or minutes by mechanized or electronic equipment. Lifelong

neighborhood relationships, to take another example, are fast be-

le :

^Kenneth Keniston, "Social Change and Youth in America," Daedalus, XCI, 1 (Winter,
iti 1962); Richard I. Miller, Education in a Changing Society (Washington: National Educa-

tion Association, 1963); The Changing American Population, ed. by Hoke S. Simpson,
(New York: Institute of Life Insurance, 1962).
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coming a thing of the past for many Americans.^ People are moving
more often, especially when the father works for one of the large

corporations. This increased mobility causes unsettling reverbera-

tions within the family and the entire social structure. Keniston

describes the effects of these sweeping changes.

Rapid changes in all aspects of life mean that little can be coimted
on to endure from generation to generation, that all technologies,

all institutions, and all values are open to revision and obsolescence.

Continual innovation, as we experience it in this country, pro-

foundly affects our conceptions of ourselves, our visions of the

future, the quahty of our attachment to the present, and the myths
we construct of the past.^

The emergence, moreover, of vast and complex institutions, gov-

ernmental bureaucracies, and corporations to plan for and manage
a national economy, to manufacture and distribute consumer goods

and wealth, to govern a large and fluid population, has given birth

to the organizational man and his many problems and anxieties.

These massive institutions have set up a complex network of social,

political, and economic interdependence. Now the whole organiza-

tion, not the individual, effect the really significant changes in our

society. Dr. Bernard Muller-Thym commented in a recent paper on

this social phenomenon.

This is the kind of world, therefore, in which you move from hav-

ing security attached to a thing to security attached to the network,

in which you move from security being attached to stasis to secu-

rity being attached to increased mobility, because it is only at the

maximum of mobility, or at the maximum of stasis that you have

security. In between, you wobble, as in a gyroscope.^^

It appears, according to some social commentators, that the con-

temporary organization man is wobbling considerably. The com-

plexity of his social roles tends to induce in him a feeling of

powerlessness in both the social, pohtical, and occupational spheres

of his life.^^ In the good old days, the individual was accustomed

to think that he could, if not change the world, at least make a

significant contribution to his society. But now? Who can make

even a complete chair for his dining room, let alone effect a sig-

nificant political change? Thus the organization man retreats to his

private sphere of life—the back yard barbecue, the basement pho-

«MiUer, op. cit., p. 23.

•Keniston, op. cit., 146.

"Bernard Muller-Thym, "Cultural and Social Changes," in Simpson, op. ci*., p, 94.

11 Keniston, op. cit., 157.
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tography shop, the golf course, or his son s Httle league baseball

games—to find warmth, security and self esteem.

In this society with precisely these insecurities the contemporary

adolescent must find some kind of identity, some kind of belong-

ingness. To him the present is confusing enough; the past, as

represented by the experiences of his parents, is almost incompre-

hensible; and the future is hardly predictable. He is living in a

society where economic abundance has removed many of the more
unpleasant challenges that his parents had to face, challenges which
might have provided him with the necessary motivation for mean-
ingful achievement. And youth needs some kind of challenge to

which he can dedicate himself. Verbal challenge is not enough. He
needs to commit himself to action, in the pursuit of which he can

develop a sense of identity and personal meaningfulness. As Bettel-

heim has said, "Youth ... is happiest when it feels it is fighting to

reach goals that were conceived of but not realized by the genera-

tion before them.'* ^

Presently our schools are engaging in various efforts at academic

improvement. Honors programs, advance placement programs, de-

partmentalization—these have raised the quality of academic

achievement. We have begun to communicate to our students the

need for serious intellectual endeavor and scholarship. And we
must continue this emphasis indefinitely, because of increasing

demands for intelligence and wisdom, not to mention religious

commitment, in the changing world. We must, however, continue

to evaluate what and how we are teaching. For unless the student

can find in this intellectual endeavor a place for meaningful self

development, and can see the pertinence of scholarship to the

social problems of today, he will either rebel and repudiate the

pursuit of knowledge, or he will surrender resentfully to a seem-

ingly outdated, meaningless type of work. In either case, the school

may well cause the adolescent to retreat from individual and social

responsibihty to the private sphere of living—watching television,

building up his record collection, sport car racing, and vacationing

at Fort Lauderdale.

In the light of these considerations the Jesuit educator might

ponder whether the pattern of his educational program has the

character and force that an understanding of these issues might

provide. He might inquire whether his school should establish pro-

fessional communications with community agencies such as the

Bettelheim, op. cU., 93.
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large local business corporation, research laboratories, fine art

museums, political organizations, nearby colleges, and local youth
groups in order to bring in occasional speakers or to distribute

pertinent information on social or vocational trends. Perhaps sev-

eral faculty meetings could focus attention on the recent report,

Education in a Changing Society which raises pertinent questions

for the schools in the context of contemporary social change.

But let us remember the complexity of the oriental rug. We have

examined only a few strands. We cannot, for instance, substitute

discussions of Vatican II or the civil rights question for the neces-

sary learning of basic skills. We can, however, use such discussions

to provide a meaningful context for the learning of these skills.

Neither can we repeat the mistake of earlier "progressive" schools

by abdicating our responsibility to guide, correct, and direct. We
have to make heavy demands of our students; we have to set

limits and impose regulations. But the question is one of balance

(remember the juggler), the balance between encouraging free-

dom, responsibility, and initiative, and maintaining order, con-

sistency, and direction. The answers to the questions we have

raised are not simple, not easy to come by. But these questions

demand serious consideration if our educational pattern is to attain

its fullness, its character, its integrity.

i« Miller, op. cit.



News from the Field

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE: A charitable bequest esti-

mated at $140,000 has been left to Loyola College, Baltimore by
Miss Nina Irvin—a former Baltimore school teacher. According

to the will, the gift is to be used for scholarships and educational

purposes other than the erection or improvement of buildings.

JESUIT TELLOW^ Henry Ansgar Kelly, S.J., a scholastic of the

Wisconsin Province, has been appointed a Junior Fellow of Har-

vard's Society of Fellows. The first member of a religious com-

munity to receive such an appointment, he will do advanced re-

search in English literature. The junior fellows are a group of young

scholars judged exceptionally qualified and appointed to study

within the university on their own terms for a period of three years.

HISTORIAN AND HIS CONSTRUCTION CREW TO MEXICO.
When classes end this semester Father Charles E. Ronan, S.J.,

and a fifteen member work crew composed of LOYOLA UNIVER-
SITY OF CHICAGO students, will drive to Mexico for eight weeks

of back-breaking work among the Maya Indians.

Father Ronan, who is an authority on Spanish-American history

and his crew of volunteers will serve as a "miniature Peace Corps,*'

as they describe it, building homes for the Indians.

They have been invited, for the second consecutive summer,

by Bishop Garcia of the Chiapas diocese to assist the Indians of

the area to construct homes.

The students organized bake sales, dances, tag days, and other

fund raising activities to secure the necessary $5,000 to finance the

Loyola Mission to Mexico.

THE REV. WALTER
J.
ONG, S.J., professor of English at ST.

LOUIS UNIVERSITY has been appointed to the Advisory Board

of Abstracts of English Studies of the National Coimcil of Teach-

ers of English.

Father Ong is well known as a scholar in both the Renaissance

field and the field of contemporary literature, and as a prolific

writer on problems of contemporary civilization.

A $300,000 challenge gift to help build a legal research center

and to improve MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY'S entire law pro-

gram was recendy announced.
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An anonymous donor offered the $300,000 to MU if the university
can raise an additional $600,000 by Feb. 26, 1965. Law alumni have
already contributed about $125,000 toward the Greater Marquette
Program.

A Planning project for a proposed university research hospital has
been approved by the board of directors of the MARQUETTE
UNIVERSITY School of Medicine. The board approved an ex-

penditure of $20,000 to prepare preliminary plans and cost esti-

mates for a 150 to 200 bed hospital.

A $60,000 grant from the Louis Calder Foundation, New York City,

is being used by Marquette University to bring visiting professors

to the campus to conduct seminars for doctoral students in rehgious

studies.

The grant provides $12,000 annually for five years for this pur-

pose. Five scholars were named Louis Calder professors for the

1963-64 school year. They are:

Father Hilary Brozowski, S.J., Jesuit College, St. Bonifacius,

Minn.; Father John Huesman, S.J., Alma College, Los Gatos, Calif.;

Father Dennis McCarthy, S.J., St. Mary's College, St. Marys, Kan-

sas; Abbot Laurentius Klein, O.S.B., St. Mathias Abbey, Trier,

Germany; and Dr. John Macquarrie, Union Theological Seminary,

New York City.

Marquette's doctoral program in religious studies was begun

last September, the first such program for laymen and clergy in

the United States.

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY: Devising methods and techniques

for lifting the burden of clerical tasks from the shoulders of teach-

ers and administrators is a fundamental goal of a new Marquette

University research project.

Marquette has announced a one-year research study of the educa-

tional implications of data processing in the administration of non-

public elementary and secondary schools.

Marquette has proposed a "status study ' of current applications

and trends, together with establishment of a resource center for

school administrators, and the possibility of publications, con-

ferences, workshops and institutes to communicate the potential

of electronic data processing in the field of educational administrar

tion.






